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Can you feel it?  Things are changing all around us. 
 The weather is staring to turn towards spring and
with it, a time of renewal.  We made it though 2020
but not without some very important lessons
learned.  Undoubtedly, music with have a greater
importance in our lives than ever before, and I
cannot think of a better agent for possitive change
than the saxophone!
    
In just our second issue of 2021 we are excited for
the futrure.  Jordan VanHeimert gives is a wonderful
interview with Tia Fuller.  She talks about music,
teaching, life and her work in the annimated hit, Soul.

Dr. Robert Young shares his time and thoughts about
the future of our instrument in the classical world. 
 Read his inspirational story of love, loss, challenges,
and success. 

Christina Ensign continues her outstanding series,
Meet the Composer, featuring the legendary, Bill
Dobbins.  This first of two parts will really get inside
the mind of one of the great composers and
educators in jazz music.  

Also in this issue is a featured conversation with
Toronto-based mouithpiece maker Sebastian Knox. 
 Learn how he has gone from aprentise to master
mouthpiece artist.  

 

from the editor

Ora Paul Haar
E D I T O R  I N  C H I E F

What issue of the Saxophonist would be complete

without product reviews. We have a tandum of

reviews from the great folks at Selmer. First we take

the Axos tenor saxophone for a spin.  Find out what

we think of this new entry-level professional

saxophone.  Next we take the entire  Selmer classical

mouthpiece for a test. This is sure to be helpful

information to  guide your next purchase.

If you're a tenor player, we have two great

mouthpiece reviews.  We check out the new

Celebration from 10MFan and then the Trandition

and New Standard from Sebastian Knox.  Speaking of

Sebastian Knox, he is the subject of our Craftsman's

Corner.  Learn about this amazing woodwind

technician. 

Last but certainly not least we have a host of book

and CD reviews.  So,we hope you enjoy this issue. 

 And remember,

Be Who You Are, and Keep the Reed Wet! 
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Sebastian Knox is a Toronto-based woodwind mouthpiece
craftsman who began his formal training in the fall of 2010
with industry legend, musician and master mouthpiece
maker, Ted Klum. 

Sebastian believes it is a privilege to work with musicians on
this level and his work ethic and concept reflect that belief.
Finding a voice on your instrument is part of every artist's
journey, and working with a skilled craftsman is part of that
process.  

Before his apprenticeship, Sebastian served many years in
the Canadian Forces as a staff musician with formal musical
training from the University of Manitoba and Humber
College.  It was during his time in college that Sebastian
developed a comprehensive knowledge of vintage
saxophones, mouthpieces and accessories.  It was his deep
love of the craftsmanship evident in these finely made
mouthpieces that led him to leave Canada and move his life
to New Jersey to apprentice with Ted Klum.  

Since returning to Toronto, Sebastian has been working
artists around the world offering custom woodwind
mouthpiece services from his studio located in the Corso
Italia neighbourhood of Toronto. This studio is an ideal
environment to test mouthpieces, as well as a relaxed
environment to work one on one.

Sebastian
Knox

THE CRAFTSMAN'S CORNER

N O M A D I C   |   2 4

BY PAUL HAAR
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The Saxophonist:I want to thank you for taking
time to talk to us. We know you are making
your mark as a mouthpiece maker and
technician, but you also have a background as a
player.  Can you talk about how your
experiences as a player have informed the work
you do now? 

Sebastian Knox: My background as a player started
in a small town in rural Manitoba,  and continued
with a saxophonist who'd studied in Bordeaux through
the local university in Winnipeg. At some point in my
early 20's I quit playing almost entirely and didn't
start again until I decided to go back to school for
music at Humber College in Toronto. Every one of my
early teachers taught me that the details make the
difference and that consistency is the key to
improvement. Eventually, I  dropped out of Humber
when I won an audition for one of the full time
professional bands in the Canadian Armed Forces. If I
hadn't studied saxophone, and performed as much as
I had I would have had no basis for what makes a
setup good or great when I eventually transitioned
into my apprenticeship working for Ted Klum in New
Jersey. I think the fact that Otto Link for instance
didn't play makes it all the more fascinating when you
eventually find an original example that plays really
well. After so much time has passed since Link, I think
that it has been our ability to discern by playing a
setup what it is that separates a good or mediocre
example from a great one.

TS: I understand that in college you got into the
study of vintage instrument, mouthpieces and
accessories.  How did you get into this area? 
 How does the past inform your present work
and what is missing today that existed in the
past?

SK: My interest in vintage gear is probably a result of
when I was studying. As some may remember, there
wasn't a lot of great gear being made in the 80's and
90's and if you could find it new, it was relatively
expensive. When I was in college, I sought out vintage
gear because I was trying to emulate the sounds I
heard in my teens that made me want to play in the
first place such as Yusef Lateef, Sonny Rollins, John
Coltrane etc especially on tenor. My obsession with
Eric Dolphy and his cutting sound had me buy
numerous SBA altos and Brilhart hard rubber altos
trying to find that voice. Now I know that putting the
gear first is like putting the ox before the cart but I'm
grateful as sometimes a near pathological obsession
can turn into a passion and mine is craftsmanship. I
think that is the thing that I still get the most joy from
when I see something from the 40's or 50's: passionate
craftsmanship, with a little style or jauntiness that
adds some personality to the gear.  The embodiment
of this ideal for me is the King Super 20.

TS: After college you decided to move to New
Jersey and apprentice with Ted Klum.  How long
did you do this?  Can you share your experiences
during this time?

SK:  After I dropped out of Humber I took a gig with
the Artillery Band in Edmonton, Alberta on a 4 year
contract. After 2 years of that I was asked if I wanted
to sign my next contract for 20 years and decided that
was a hard 'no'. I have dual citizenship as I was born
in Los Angeles, and after visiting my dad's family in
NYC, I took the bus to visit Ted in NJ. I was there from
the Fall of 2010 until the summer of 2014. From Ted I
learned my fundamentals, and slowly began to learn
what he looked for to get a piece that was a C+ to an
A+. Ted taught me that Good is the Enemy of Great. He
taught me a good deal of other things which are too
numerous to mention but if I could sum it up I'll quote
him as saying that one's "concept should always be
stronger than their execution".

TS: You are known for your detail as a
mouthpiece technician.  What do you feel your
role is when working with a player?

SK: A big part of what I do is what I call Interpreting
Saxophonists. Many players, great ones included, have
no idea how to put words to what they want. When I
first went on my own, I would be frustrated to tears
sometimes because I couldn't figure out what they
meant by what they were saying. These days,  I don't
usually need to hear someone play unless something
is very broken, but usually I can diagnose the problem
after a brief description. If I can play the mouthpiece, 
 I can tell right away. Now I see my role as providing
what is needed and not necessarily asked for in order
for the setup to just get out of the way of the player so
they can focus on performance.

TS: What are some of the common mistake
players make with mouthpieces?  What are
player’s ignorant of when dealing with
mouthpieces?

SK: Many players make the mistake of playing a
mouthpiece with their eyes. I consider myself an
expert at what I do and can see a lot by eye but once
you have started designing, you realize there is an
awful lot that is hard to quantify and a lot of what I
do isn't obvious, and part of that is intentional. I think
something that players can be said to be ignorant of is
that not everything is so cut and dried. Yes a high
baffle mouthpiece can get brighter but won't
necessarily be as bright as the sound in your head.
The number one mistake is only asking one question:
what size is it? A mouthpiece, like a saxophone has to
be in balance with itself and if it isn't, the tip opening
isn't going to tell you anything useful. The mouthpiece
is only a filter that lets us manipulate the reed. Period.
Consider all the variables that  you think will affect
your playing before jumping to conclusions about a
given design. I could go on, but then it would just be a
rant!
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TS:  What lead you to design your
own mouthpiece?

SK: I  decided to put out mouthpieces
under my own name in an effort  to give
my customers something more
consistent than what they were coming
to me with.  Lots of  people are into the
overal l  voice of  rubber Links,  the
classic  Tone Edge,  but much of  what is
being made is  e i ther a comical ly
exaggerated version of  that with more
baff le  than the design can have to be
balanced or i t  imposes non tradit ional
ideas about facing shapes,  baff le
contours etc .  I  wanted to give the
vintage experience at  a comparably
entry level  price,  l ike a tai lor who tr ies
to offer the made to measure
experience without the Li festyles of  the
Rich and Famous price.   I  also real ized
that no one had ever made a
production l ine mouthpiece in Canada
before and wanted to put my stamp on
the tradit ion from my home in Toronto

TS: In such a flooded market,  what
do you feel sets your mouthpieces
apart?

SK: I  think one of  the biggest  things
that separates me from a lot  of  the
other people out there r ight now, was
the wi l l ingness to undergo an
apprenticeship for years.  I  see a lot  of
folks who essential ly  learned this  by
reading internet how to's  and that is
not the same as having your teacher
smash your work in front of  you
because i t  was too thin to sel l  to a
customer.  Learning from Ted Klum was
l ike complet ing the 36 Chambers of
Shaol in for me.  I  can't  ever tel l  myself
'good enough'  now because I  wi l l
always hear his  voice tel l ing me i t 's  not
to the standard he taught me.

.

The relat ionship between the player and the
mouthpiece maker one that goes back to the
early days of the saxophone itself .
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TS:  From your experience, what tips or advice can
you give saxophonists in choosing a mouthpiece?

SK: My advice with players is always to start with the reeds
they like. We play reeds, not mouthpieces in my opinion.
Find a mouthpiece that lets you control the reed the way
you want. If you like hard reeds and it's too much work,
find a design that lets you control it the way you want. The
other piece of advice is that just because it works for one
player, there is no guarantee it will work for you too. Have
the courage to play what works for you, not what is in style
on Instagram.

TS:  There are so many copies, retro/replicas, 3d
printed…yada, yada, yada.   What are your thoughts on
these pieces vs. more modern, original pieces?

SK:  Since I decided to learn this skill, many makers have
emerged to hang their shingles in an attempt to make a
business. Either they thought it would be easier, or there
was more money out there or something, I'm not sure. But
the trend towards retro design dominates in North
America, with the bulk of  the new ideas coming from
Europe and Asia. New manufacturing techniques such as
3D printing offer a multitude of more possibilities in terms
of design, that are easier and much, much cheaper to
make than machining does and a great deal less than the
tooling required to make your own molds. Molding and
machining aren't going anywhere any time soon, but I am
intrigued as to what the future holds for our instrument
that hasn't even seen it's second century. As technique
evolves on the horn, I am sure that manufacturing and
design will follow to continue to serve the playing
community.

Left (T to B); Knox "New" Tradition; Knox tenor pieces; Knox "Traditional" 
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Expression and language were among the
topics at  the forefront of my conversation
with educator,  pianist ,  composer,  and
arranger,  Bi l l  Dobbins.  Mr.  Dobbins shared
many stories surrounding connection,
communication,  and education.  Our
discussion prompted my own questions about
how we teach,  how we practice,  how we
listen,  and how we create.  Crucial  to our
understanding of Dobbins as a composer is
exploring his phi losophies in each of these
areas,  as wel l  as how they manifest in his
works,  part icularly those for saxophone.

BILL DOBBINSBILL DOBBINSBILL DOBBINS

By  Christ ina Ensign
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How We Teach
As an art ist  who is passionate about
education in al l  i ts  stages,  I  was elated
to exchange ideas about music
education with the composer,  who
serves as professor of jazz studies at
Eastman. One part icularly compell ing
story was that of Dobbins’  composit ion
curriculum during his undergraduate
degree,  which required two years of
“studies,”  or composit ions emulating a
particular style,  t ime period,  form, or
composer,  before pursuing any free
composit ional  study.  Dobbins
explained that such a focused learning
experience provided him with the
necessary tools to f i l l  his
composit ional  toolbox to the brim. The
impact of these two years is
abundantly present in his works,
proving his masterful  knack for
combining old and new composit ional
strategies.

Tradit ional  forms, eighteenth century
counterpoint,  impressionist ic
elements,  and twelve-tone structure
are a few of the tools Dobbins
frequents,  albeit  with a more modern
approach. Certainly elements of the
jazz idiom are equal ly ,  i f  not more
present in his composit ions,  with many
pieces containing either improvised
solos or written-out solos in the jazz
style.  Fluid melodies f loat atop a
harmonic language reminiscent of jazz,
impressionism, and late romantic
music.

Several  short preludes for saxophone
find their  home in Dobbins’
composit ional  portfol io and serve as a
perfect example of his talent in
uti l iz ing his styl ist ic  knowledge
spanning several  centuries.  “Prelude
XII I ”  features a gorgeous melodic l ine
and sl i thering vert ical  harmonies,
along with moments of subtle,  wel l -
crafted contrapuntal  motion. “Prelude
XIV” presents a cycl ic  motive in the
piano, which Dobbins interrupts brief ly
with homophonic bop-l ike l ines in both
instruments.  

“There's an awful lot you
can do with the
[saxophone] in terms of
personaliz ing the sound and
expressive devices. . . I  think
that's something about the
instrument that has always
attracted me.” -Bi l l  Dobbins

Also uti l iz ing a plethora of
composit ional  techniques is  “The
Stranger,”  based upon a Camus novel la
of the same name. Dobbins portrays
moments of “uncontrol lable human
emotion” with non-functional  tonal ity
and many series of nonsensical  i i -V
progressions.

So,  when we think about how we teach
composit ion– or music in general– the
questions we must ask ourselves
include: Are we relying upon simple
recitat ion too much? What strategies
can we use to encourage free creativity
in the learning process? 

And f inal ly ,  how can educators guide
young composers in mastering
composit ional  techniques found
throughout history without dampening
their  eagerness to compose freely.

How We Practice
In our discussion on improvisation,
Dobbins stressed the importance in
remembering that improvisation is  not
an art  form reserved for jazz alone. In
fact ,  the composer spoke often about
his fascination with the music of J .S.
Bach and the abi l i ty of  Baroque
musicians to improvise with f igured
bass symbols.  
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Further, he commented on the idea of a recital and
his worry that modern classical musicians are
losing their ability to freely speak a musical
language, instead opting for skilled recitation of a
language they do not truly understand.

Dobbins broke down improvisation into simpler
terms, noting that some of the very best
improvisational solos are closer to a theme and
variations than an on-the-spot composition.
Through this lens, improvisation becomes not only
more approachable to classical musicians who are
quite familiar with the theme and variations form,
but also to listeners who can more clearly relate
the improvisational music back to its source.

This is not to say that jazz should lose its
complexity. Bob Malach’s performance of Dobbins’
piece, “Transformations,” is clear proof of this
statement. Dobbins noted, “ ...the best
improvisers– the improvisers that I really enjoy
listening to– the thing that differentiates their
improvising from all the rest is that you can follow
particular thematic motifs as you go through their
solos. And even in some places, you can hear them
taking little motifs from the melody of the song
they're playing and using that in their improvising.
It turned out that, fortunately, Bob is one of those
kinds of improvisers.” Oftentimes, I think young
jazz players (myself included) forget that there is
more informing the content of the improvisation
than just the chord changes. The underlying form,
the melodic content of the tune, and the rhythmic
feel of the piece are equally important factors that
musicians, young and old, must consider when
approaching an improvisational solo.

How We Listen
On my laundry list of questions for the composer
was a question regarding successful creation and
performance of third-stream music. He provided
me with an interesting anecdote about the Modern
Jazz Quartet and their recording of “Sketch” from
the album, “Third Stream Music,” a piece which
Dobbins described as flowing effortlessly between
the two streams. The key, according to Dobbins, is
a composer and performers that are extremely
versatile and well versed in both streams.

“Sonata for Soprano Saxophone and Piano” is such
a piece, requiring both the pianist and saxophonist
to hold one foot in each door for the duration of
the piece. 



Without a doubt, focused practice in both streams
is imperative to a successful performance of this
work. But in talking with the composer, I began
wondering: What is most crucial to a successful
listening of this piece? Naturally, an understanding
of the extended tertian harmonies throughout,
function of dissonance, and jazz style is helpful in
guiding a listener, but is not the only path to a
successful listen. Listeners care about fluidity,
expression, clarity of lines, and clear
communication of the language being spoken.
Dobbins said of his five movement “Concerto for
Jazz Orchestra,” a piece which displays influence of
classical forms and composers such as Bach and
Shostakovich, “Hopefully they [the listeners] just
enjoy the piece as a sort of musical novel in five
chapters.”

Perhaps successful listening is reliant on a team of
performers and a composer who not only
understand the language, but also communicate
that language transparently. If we do this, we allow
ourselves to experience all that the language has to
offer and our music begins to transcend the divide
between non-music speakers and those fully fluent.

How We Create
Clearly, language is a concept important to Bill
Dobbins and is the basis for much of his creative
work. So, how do we as performers work to
increase our fluency in the language? Dobbins
spoke of his early compositions, many of which
utilized the sounds or techniques present in the
music he enjoyed and most often consumed.
Maybe this is the clearest starting point for any
musician– to emulate the music that excites you. Of
course, jazz musicians exercise this notion
constantly, in the form of imitation and
transcription. However, Dobbins’ story poses the
idea that we can find ways to emulate our musical
heroes in classical music, in composition, in non-
jazz improvisation, and in many other art forms

The result is a hybrid of all the past and current
influences that inform an artist’s decisions in the
present. Dobbins’ message is to find the music you
are passionate about and recognize the similarities
in their languages. He reminds us that fluidity
between idioms is dependent upon fluency in
language. Afterall, communication is the goal of
music to begin with..

Interview with Bill Dobbins
 

The Saxophonist: Seeing as you primarily grew up
as a pianist, how much of your early training
included things like composition, ear training, or
theory, as opposed to solely performance? Was
composing always a part of it, or was there a point
somewhere along the line where you decided, 
 “Hey, now I'm a composer also”?

Bill Dobbins: I started studying piano when I was
nine, and I had a couple of neighborhood teachers to
start out. By the time I’d been studying for about two
to three years, I found out about one of the piano
teachers [Clarence Lightfritz] at the Firestone
Conservatory in Akron, Ohio, who I understood took
on some younger students because he had some time
in his schedule, and he was interested in developing
local talent. So, I auditioned for him when I was
twelve, and got to study piano with him from the time
I was twelve until I finished high school.

I was really interested in understanding how the music
I was playing was put together. When I started
studying with him, I was playing some of the Bach
French suites some of the simpler sonatas by Mozart
and Beethoven, a little bit of Chopin, and some of the
simpler, impressionistic pieces like Debussy’s
“Children's Corner” Suite, the Ravel’s “Sonatine” and
things like that. And I loved that music, but I really
didn't have any idea how it was put together in terms
of harmony and compositional techniques. So, I found
out about a local organist [Farly Hutchins] who played
the organ in one of the Presbyterian churches in the
Akron area. I started organ lessons and had a lot of
fun getting to use the pedals. And I got to the point
where I was playing some of the simple chorale
preludes of Bach and even some contemporary music
as well. And in addition to the organ lessons, he gave
me some lessons in basic harmony and theory. So, I
was able to understand how the music I was playing
was put together. And that got my interest going and
composition and trying to write some of my own
music. Then when I was about fifteen or sixteen– just a
few years before I graduated high school– I was over
at a friend's house one day. He wasn't actually a
musician; he didn't play an instrument. But his father
was a jazz fan, and he had a record collection. 
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So, when I was at his house one day, he played me
some recordings by the Dave Brubeck Quartet and
some of the recordings of the Ahmad Jamal Trio
and Erroll Garner's “Concert By the Sea” recording.
As soon as I heard these records, I really fell in love
with jazz because I realized that even though I was
not that familiar with what was going on, I could tell
that they were playing a theme. Some of the
themes I recognized because they were popular
songs at the time. Then they played the theme
again at the end, and I recognized that what they
were doing in the middle had something to do with
improvising on the chord progression in the form
of the song that they started and ended with. I was
so fascinated by that that I just had to try to figure
out how they did what they did. So from that time,
in addition to trying to compose original
compositions in different idioms, I was also doing a
lot of transcribing solos and learning solos from
records and trying to analyze improvisational
works.

TS: Speaking of writing music in different idioms,
when you start your compositional process for a
piece, what does that process look like?
Additionally, is that process the same or different
based on what type of ensemble you're writing for
or in which idiom you're writing?

BD: Well, when I was younger, my composing and
arranging was mostly to do with music that I was
listening to at the time and trying to come to enough
of an understanding of that [music]. I could write
some things of my own that use some of the musical
vocabulary that I liked in different music that I was
listening to. And when I went to college (I went to Kent
State University starting in fall of ‘64), they didn't have
a jazz program at all. In fact, many of the music
departments in universities at that time (back in the
mid 60s) didn't really want anything to do with jazz. It
was strictly classical. But even though that was the
case, a bunch of my friends that started studying there
when I did, we put together the first big band that they
had at the school. We got to be such a good group
within the first year and a half that we started playing
for student events. Even though the administration
didn't really want us to have a jazz band, we became
so popular on campus and with people like the Dean
of Fine Arts and the President of the University, that
they eventually had to make it an accredited course
and find a faculty member that would be an adviser
for us.

So, while I was really involved in jazz and classical
music at the same time, a lot of the things that I was
writing were definitely influenced by the jazz
recordings of jazz artists that I was listening to or
classical music that I was involved in. In my
undergraduate work there at Kent State, I was a
double major in classical piano and composition, and
I was fortunate to have a really great composition
teacher. I don't think there were very many people
that were still teaching composition like this, and I
don't think there are really any schools that teach
composition like this today, but I was fortunate that
with the undergraduate composition program, before
we could write any personal music, we had to write a
portfolio of studies during our first two years.

So in the first two years, we had to write a two-part
fugue in the style of the Bach Duets, which is one of
the last groups of keyboard pieces that he wrote. We
had to write a sonata-allegro movement in the style of
either Mozart and Haydn. We had to write a string
quartet movement in the style of either the middle or
late Beethoven quartets. We had to write a romantic
song in the style of either Richard Strauss or Hugo
Wolf. We had to write an impressionistic study where
we could pick the composer we wanted to emulate.
And then we had to write a free tonal study that was
in the style of early 20th century composers that still
had a sense of tonality or tonal gravity in their music–
composers like Hindemith, some of the French
composers Milhaud or Poulence or the early music of
Stravinsky that still had tonal underpinnings. Then we
had to write a free atonal piece that was using
vocabulary from the twelve-tone pieces of Schoenberg,
Berg, and Webern. We had to write a 12 tone piece
and a serial piece. And this was all in the first two
years. And after we wrote all of that stuff, then we
could write whatever we wanted.

So, I was really happy to have a composition teacher
that understood all of that music well enough that he
could really supervise our absorbing that language
and really understanding, in a way, the whole
development of the musical language that we still
work with today, from around the time of Bach up to
the beginning of the 20th century. As a result of the
enormous things that I learned from that kind of
study, that really helped me to understand jazz and to
analyze the things that I was transcribing from
recordings and the composing that I was trying to do
in the same way. It gave me a method by which to take
any music that I was interested in and understand
how it works, what the language was, and then how to
be able to incorporate it into original pieces that I was
writing.
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TS: So kind of on the same note, when we talk
directly about improvisation versus composition,
we often hear improvisation referred to as
instantaneous, on-the-spot composition or
something like that. So, what do you feel the
relationship is between improvisation and
composition? How are they similar and how are
they different?

BD: Well, music is a language. In fact, virtually all of
the music that's come about in American society and
European society since the time of Bach.... (with the
exception of the totally abstract so-called new music,
which is, in my opinion, people trying to invent their
own language, which seems to me like a futile thing,
because if you invented your own language, how could
anybody else understand what it was that you were
trying to say?) But with the exception of that music, all
the music that's existed from the time of Bach up until
our time in European society and North American
society, has been using the same musical language of
chromatic tonality which developed around the time
of Bach. It was during Bach’s time that the equal
temperament tuning system was adapted, and that
was one of the main reasons that enabled this
language of tonality, which was affected primarily by
what we call a common thing that we hear all the time
now:  the cadence of a dominant seventh chord,
resolving to a tonic– a major or minor triad.

Another thing that's interesting about the time of Bach
and also about jazz is that in Bach’s time and before,
all musicians improvised because they understood
music as a language. And the interesting thing is that
early jazz, in many respects, was very similar to the
way musicians played music in Bach's time because
early jazz musicians were not so much playing what
we think of improvised solos as today, where you
develop completely different melodies that are based
on the chord progression of the song you're playing,
but often don't really relate at all to the melody of the
song. In the first couple of decades, and I think even
with the best improvisers today, jazz has been
primarily a theme and variations form. And I think the
best improvisers, whether in early styles or even more
modern times, are able to maintain a clear connection
with the melody of the song that they're playing.

So interestingly, if you hear musicians that are in
baroque ensembles, play period instruments, and
actually improvise using figured bass, the kind of
improvisation they're doing is basically playing the
same melodies but never playing them the same way
twice. So it's basically a language of ornamentation
where every time you play the same melody, you're
hearing different ways of ornamenting it and you're
ornamenting it in exactly the way that you're hearing
it in your head, in the same way that you speak and
have a conversation with someone in a common
language that you can both speak. It’s also interesting
to me that the very term “recital”... we talk about
music recitals in musical academies and universities,
and it suggests the idea of recitation. And in classical
music today, unfortunately, that's primarily what's
going on. It's people reciting something. And you
would have to say that they're reciting something in a
language that they neither speak nor understand,
because as soon as you take the piece of paper away
that has what they're reciting on it, they can't even put
together a coherent sentence. So, the thing that was
interesting to me developing as a jazz musician, but
also having a classical background, is that in reality
jazz musicians today are actually playing music in a
way that's much closer to the way musicians played in
the time of Bach.

TS: So, obviously we’ve talked about Bach a lot, but
just as a general curiosity, who are your favorite
composers and/or performers that you gravitate
towards?

BD: If I had to narrow my classical composers down to
three, it would probably be Bach, Debussy, and
Shostakovich. The thing that I love about
Shostakovich's music is that it's still tonal, but the kind
of harmonies and voice leading he used, highlighted
dissonance in a way that still was integrated with
conventional lyrical melodies and physical rhythm in
traditional forms like symphonies, sonatas, string
quartets, etc.

As for jazz, the primary early ones would definitely be
Duke Ellington and Billy Strayhorn. Then for more
recent ones, I think my favorites would include people
like John Lewis, Thad Jones, Bill Holman, Bob
Brookmeyer, and Gerry Mulligan.
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And I think one of my favorite jazz composers and
arrangers from the last 50 years after Ellington and
Strayhorn is definitely Clare Fischer, because I think in
a way, the things that interested me a lot about Bach
and Shostakovich in a way is that Bach... In addition
to being maybe the single most amazing composer of
his time in Europe, he was an amazing consolidator,
because he intentionally studied the way composers
from different countries were using the same language
of baroque music with suites that were based often on
dance rhythms and forms like the more freewheeling
forms like preludes and fantasias, but also the
fugue.There's different kinds of pieces like the French
suites, the Italian concerto, the partitas (which were
more like the German way of doing things), the English
suites, and so on.

It's just unparalleled in the way he consolidated all the
things that were going on in his time and seemed to
be able to do all of them even better than the people
that specialized only in those things. And I think
Shostakovich was a little bit similar that way in that
he used a lot of different vocabularies in the different
genres of pieces–from the symphonies to the string
quartets to the solo concertos to the piano music, but
used it all in an equally brilliant way. And I think Duke
Ellington, in his time, did something similar in the way
that he had a vocabulary that included elements from
classical music that he had heard, certainly the
language of the American popular song (composers
like George Gershwin, Irving Berlin, Jerome Kern), and
also, of course, the language of the blues and early
jazz composers and pianists, including Jelly Roll
Morton, James P. Johnson, Fats Waller and all those
kinds of composers and pianists. And in a similar way,
Clare Fischer was able to take a really broad range of
musical vocabulary from free jazz, blues and the
boogie woogie pianists. Certainly Ellington was
another big influence on him and Strayhorn as well,
and then from the bebop style, he was particularly
impressed by Bud Powell and incorporated a lot of his
things on the Tristano school, even though Tristano, of
course, is the one that was teaching all the people at
that time using these techniques of cross rhythm and
chromatic sidestepping. In learning different ways of
making the music more complex, it was actually Lee
Konitz that was a bigger influence on Claire than
Tristano. But that's another thing. And he also got very
interested in both Brazilian music and Afro-Cuban
music and also in the pop genre, so when he got out
of the service, his first major gig was with an amazing
forward- looking vocal group called The Hi-Lo’s. 

Clare's first big musical gig was playing piano and
doing some of the arranging for this group. And then
after he got off the road, he settled in the L.A. area
and made a lot of his living as a studio pianist and
keyboardist.

So, he was an amazing sight reader and could play a
wide range of musical genres. In addition to the jazz
work that he did, he started doing string
arrangements and orchestral arrangements for some
of the really popular singers– people like Robert
Palmer and Natalie Cole and others, and even also did
string arrangements for some pop groups like the
band Rufus and he did string arrangements of
orchestral arrangements for both studio recordings of
Prince and also some of Prince’s movies. But he also
got into Brazilian music, the bossa nova and samba
tradition and Afro-Cuban music, and not only learned
those genres, but became completely fluent in
Portuguese and Spanish and really immersed himself
in the whole Latin musical subculture in the L.A. area,
sitting in and playing with all the Latin musicians and
really getting to assimilate that music.

So, that’s, I guess, a short list of some of the classical
composers and jazz composers. In terms of pianists, I
mean, Clare’s a pianist, as were Ellington and
Strayhorn. 

And the piano list would be way too long, but some
of them would definitely include Hank Jones, Barry
Harris, Tommy Flanagan, Horace Silver, Wynton
Kelly, and Bill Evans. And there are some
contemporary whose music I like a lot too: Fred
Hersch, Billy Childs, and Bill Charlap, just to name a
few.

 
 

End of Part I
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Mark Sepinuck and his 10MFan brand first came into
my world about twenty years ago. He didn't yet have
his line of custom mouthpieces. No, back then, he
was one of the kings of vintage mouthpieces sales.
And each time I thought I had found that perfect
mouthpiece, "10MFan" would swoop in at the last
minute only to steal the treasure and ruin my day.
So I was curious and apprehensive when in 2013, I
started hearing about 10MFan mouthpieces.  

We have been fortunate to review several of Mark's
mouthpieces and have found his products to be
quite good. But his newest mouthpieces, the
Celebration, very well may make his others obsolete
in the eyes of this reviewer.  

The Celebration is a new addition to his category
one or warm mouthpiece line. It is designed with the
Link lover (Otto Link) in mind. Like a magic cure-all,
it touts:

10MFan
Celebration

PRODUCT REVIEW

N O M A D I C   |   2 4

BY PAUL HAAR
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"This is an ORIGINAL design that has some Reso Chamber, Slant Sig,
and Early Babbitt built into it, along with my 10MFAN contributions.
For me, it outplays any Link type piece in the marketplace! Big, open,
full, rich, powerful Link sound and will stand up to ANY original
vintage hard-rubber tenor Link that goes for $1500!!!!!!"

This mouthpiece cures dry skin, reduces swelling in your feet, and
more! I am joking, and these claims would be fanciful if it weren't for
one thing, they're true. So let me go into greater detail:

CONSTRUCTION
10MFAN mouthpieces, if nothing else, are well-design and made
pieces of equipment. Made from premium bar stock, each
mouthpiece is hand finished by the legendary Brian Powell. For
those of you not in the know, he is a legend in the mouthpiece
world. The Celebration has a classic Link-Esque facade, sporting the
10MFan logo, name, and the signature three lines on the shank. I
love the look of these mouthpieces since he moved away from the
white lettering. The new gold printing pops from the black of the
mouthpiece. The circumference of the mouthpiece is such that a
wide variety of ligatures work on the Celebration. The shank is a bit
smaller than other 10MFan models I have tested. I liked this as I
typically have to place the mouthpiece further out on my vintage
Mark VI neck.  

The Celebration has moderate to small rails and a clear but razor-
thin tip. The interior is where the magic happens, and I can say it
looks, unlike anything I have ever seen in a hard rubber mouthpiece.
From the tip rail and extending 5 millimeters is a small step baffle.
Then the floor of the mouthpiece straightens into the mouthpiece.
The walls are curved and narrow to a slant about where the window
of the mouthpiece begins. This is where the walls scoop out, making
a large chamber that graduates to the shank. I don't know which
parts are an homage to past Link mouthpieces and which parts are
original. Don't concern yourself with the math or the method,
concern yourself with the results.

SOUND
As advertised, the sound is big, open, and full but doesn't feel
laborious when playing. This is where, in my opinion, the
Celebration differs from a tradition Otto Link. Typically to get this
power and depth of sound on an Otto Link, you would have to look
at large large tip openings. I usually don't like to go more open than
a 7*, so this is prohibitive. I was sent a size seven and it produced
the tone of a 9. Yet, it was immediately responsive and quite easy to
play. So much so that I found I was over-blowing the mouthpiece for
the first week I had it.
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I could feel elements similar to classic Otto
Links, but I wouldn't call this a Link copy by any
means. The Celebration has the woodiness of a
Reso Chamber, the throaty quality of a Slant
and the projection of an early Babbitt, but gone
are the pitfalls such as the gurgling in the low
register, the issues with response and pitch in
various registers, not to mention how
temperamental some Otto links can be with
reeds.  

The response is immediate, and the pitch is
stable. Like other 10MFan mouthpieces, you
must get the reed upon the tip of the
mouthpiece. Failure to do so dramatically
lessens the capabilities of this mouthpiece.
Likewise, the choice of reed will determine the
tonal flexibility of the mouthpiece. When
paired with a better quality cane (Rigotti and
BSS) the Celebration has a muscular bite with
depth and edge. With a softer reed (Java Red,
D'Addario, LaVoz), the smoother, more velvety
quality of the mouthpiece emerges. It will take
some time for you to find the right reed
combination, but one that is well worth it.

CONCLUSION
At $395, the cost of the Celebration is in the
mid-range of the micro brand mouthpieces. As
well as it plays, it is a tool worth the expense,
but only if you know how to use it. In the past, I
have teased Mark about the names of some of
his mouthpieces. It was all done in fun, and no
malice was intended. However, in this case,
Celebration might be the perfect name. After a
horrible 2020, we have cause to celebrate the
future. And with the Celebration mouthpiece,
tenor players can rejoice in yet another fine
product from 10MFan. 

10MFAN CELEBRATION
P R O D U C T  R E V I  E W
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Robert Young joined the faculty of the
University of North Carol ina School of  the
Arts in the fal l  of  2016. Dr.  Young previously
held teaching posit ions at SUNY-Potsdam's
Crane School of  Music,  Wichita State
University,  Albion Col lege,  and the Ann Arbor
School for the Performing Arts.  In the
summers of 2007-2010 he was on the faculty
of the M-Pulse Saxophone Workshop held at
the University of Michigan where he taught
with renowned professor,  Donald Sinta.   He is
known for his masterful  technique,  musical
l ine,  and detai l  as musician.

ROBERT YOUNGROBERT YOUNGROBERT YOUNG

By Paul Haar
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TS: Well, I appreciate you taking the time to talk
with me. This is something I've wanted to do for
a while. Typically, I do interviews in
chronological order by asking to talk about how
you got started and whatnot, but I wanted to
ask if you could start with what you're doing
now? Particularly, something that really
touched me was the Gio project and I wanted
you to talk to us about that. What is it? What
you are doing and what is the foundation of it,
etc.?

RY:  Yeah, absolutely. So, the Gio project started out of
a personal, family situation. My wife and I had twins.
We had the twins in August of 2019. The oldest, Jaden,
is healthy, running around, and probably screaming
around the house right now. And the youngest, his
name is Gianni. We called him baby Gio. We knew,
going into it, that he was going to be born with a
congenital heart defect called Hypoplastic Left Heart
Syndrome. Essentially, he spent his entire life in the
hospital which was about eight and a half months. We
went to Duke University Hospital which was about an
hour and a half drive from where we live. So, we were
kind of going back and forth between home and the
hospital quite a bit. Unfortunately, he passed away in
May on Mother's Day.

TS: Oh. I am so sorry for your loss.

RY:  Thank you, it was hard. Sort of leading up to that
point, once things started taking a turn for the
unfortunate, I started thinking about what can I do?
Because in that kind of situation, I felt almost
powerless, you know? I don't know anything about
medicine. I don't know about anything outside of
support and love and prayer. We are a praying family.
That's all I felt like I could do. So, what actually
spawned from it was, “What can I do with music?”
After thinking and brainstorming with my wife, I came
up with this initiative. At first, it started off as a
recital. I wanted to play a recital and raise awareness
for congenital heart defects through music. We did
this during Heart Awareness Month, February. We
teamed up with this national organization called
Mended Little Hearts that advocates for children and
families that are going through a similar situation. So,
we raised donations during the recital. I set a goal of
$5,000 and we far exceeded that. We’re almost at
$9,000 right now. So that is what it started off with.
Now, I'm just brainstorming, “How can I make this
even larger and ongoing?” I would hate for this to just
to be a one-off thing. With that kind of support, it
really touched me and hit me to just imagine how
many children we are helping with that one recital. 

TS: Well, the reason why I wanted to ask about
that is because I am constantly amazed to think
so many of us have to deal with tragedies in life.
After 9/11, I remember there was a telethon
that was on television and it had all these
impromptu musical performances. I think of the
wonderful saxophonist Jimmy Greene and the
horrible things that he had to endure with
losing his child to a shooting and how music is
there for us.

SK:  Well I think you have to use the tools you have an
music is such an important part of my life.  I wanted
to find something positive and honor his memory 

TS: So one of the first things that struck me
about you, other than your Mangani shoes....

RY:  Oh man...that's right Cincinnati...how funny.

TS:  Well, yeah, now I know why the Italians
judge a man on his shoes.  But seriously, what
caught me was just how positive, soft-spoken,
and kind you are in spite of tragedies you’ve
faced. 

And you have faced these challenges  not just
recently but when you were first introduced to
music and the saxophone, am I correct? You
were battling cancer is a child? 

RY: Yeah, absolutely. I'm terrible with years but the
summer before I went into third grade. I was
diagnosed with lymphoma and I was getting treatment
all the way through 7th grade. In South Carolina,
where I'm from, we start band in sixth grade. So that's
typically where people will pick up an instrument. So,
in sixth grade, my brother was already in the band. He
was in eighth grade by the time I was going into 6th
grade. He was a trumpet player but now, he's a
conductor. My parents wanted me to have something
to take my mind off of those the difficult times, the
challenges, the stress, the frustration. So, they decided
to recommend me to take a look at music. They didn't
push it on me. I more so wanted to do it because my
brother was in the band and I just chose the
saxophone mainly because I thought it was cool. It
really was just that. It was, in some way, therapeutic
for me. That's what kept me in the practice room. It
was kind of an escape from the outside world. So, my
introduction into music was sort of way to cope with
some of the things that were going on in my life at the
time.  

TS: We have a student base right now that is
dealing with their own challenges with covid,
and these students are now having to be forced
into isolation. Can you talk about how you deal
with setbacks and continue to have a positive
outlook moving forward? Any advice? We will
have students reading this.  How do you remain
a positive, forward-looking person? How do you
deal with that? What advice would you give
them?  

RY: Yeah, absolutely. Well, I appreciate that. In the
moment, it doesn't always feel like I am a forward-
looking person or dealing with the problems with the
most grace that I possibly can. 
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In the moment, it's hard to see some things but I think
one of the things I'm really devoted to is, “Yes, this is
hard. Whatever situation I'm going through in the
moment is not what I had hoped but one thing I have
to do is keep putting one foot in front of the other and
trust that some mileage will come out of it.”  I think it's
easy for me to say that and easy for the two of us to
say that because we have experience to draw upon.
We've done it before and each time, in retrospect, we
can look back and say, “Hey, that actually turned out
well.” And I think it is so important to have things you
draw inspiration from. I remember earlier on, when I
might have been struggling through something, that it
was super important for me to have people that I
listened to. 

Even in college, just spending time talking to Professor
Sinta and having things that inspire me. Not
necessarily to get in the practice room and practice all
the time but inspire me to keep things moving
forward. I think that's super important, and I think as
musicians it can be so easy to live in a bubble. Just
you and your horn in the practice room. I think that's
probably the most dangerous situation to be in if
that's the only environment you live in is just you, your
saxophone, and the practice room. Because then,
when life happens, then, what are you going to draw
from? So, I really do think personal relationships,
connections, finding mentors, and having things that
inspire you are going to be the things that you tap into
when challenging moments happen.

TS: Yeah. It's interesting, isn't it? I remember
when I was in graduate school. At that time,
Harvey Pittel had just come back from France
and had interviewed Marcel Mule. He asked,
“Master, have you ever picked up the
saxophone since you retired?” And Mule said,
“No.” I told Mr. Pittel, I couldn't understand how
somebody that great could just put the
saxophone away at the height of his playing to
pick it up again.”  I remember, Mr. Pittel said to
me, “Tell me if you can understand that when
you're my age and when you get older. The
perspective of where music falls in your life is
different.

RY: Absolutely. If I can add to that, something that I
just started realizing five years ago was music was my
identity. That's what I did. That's what identified with.
That's what I spent all my time doing. Then, I got I got
married and had children. We moved from location to
location, and I started to realize, “Okay music is what I
do, and I love doing it but there are some other things
that I identify with that, to the core, are a part of me.”
And I might be talking a little ethereal here, but once I
really accepted that, I felt like those things enhanced
my music.

TS: Exactly. Yeah, it puts the cart back behind
the horse. I remember a time when I was still
doing the jazz department. I was gone every
weekend with the jazz ensemble somewhere
and I told my son, who couldn't have been more
than three or four.

I said, “Well, I'm going to be leaving this
weekend.” He says, “Why?” And I said, “Daddy
does this.” And his response was, “I don't care!”
It was such an honest and important moment
because I thought about this thing that I think
at the time was so important to me. This little
boy does not give a hag about it. It is the least
important thing to him except his dad is not
there. So, was when I went, “Okay, time to back
it off.”  Well, you talk about history and I'm one
of those people that will have a coin in his
pocket, and I look at the date on the coin and I'll
think, “Okay, where was I when that
happened?” So, the year is 2000 and this is an
important year for you because you and I heard
the same recital. I was in my first year at
teaching at the University of Tennessee. I saw
this gentleman play and it made me re-
evaluate, “Okay, this is what the typical
classical recital is.” Could you talk about what
that recital was and what it did for you? In
particular, I'm thinking of Cliff Leaman's recital.

RY: Okay. Yes. I was thinking “Okay, I was in high
school...” You were at that concert?

TS: It was a recital that was part of that tour
that he was doing. 

RY: Okay. Yeah, so I went to the school called the
Governor's School for the Arts. That was the high
school I went to in South Carolina. My first year there,
which was my junior year in high school, was actually
the first time I started taking private lessons. I didn’t
take private lessons until I was in the 11th grade and
Dr. Clifford Leaman was my teacher. He was super
inspiring, super motivating. He pretty much lit a fire
under me from day one. That first semester, he played
a recital and I remember him playing the Rodney
Rogers Lessons of the Sky, the Maslanka sonata, and
the Harbison sonata. 

First of all, that's the first time I've ever heard a live
professional concert saxophonist play. I remember
leaving that concert, one, blown away and, two, just
thinking that this is exactly what I want to do. I
remember that being a milestone moment in my high
school days. That's what I wanted to do and from that
point on, I don't know if I second-guessed if I wanted
to be in academia, and if I wanted to be a
saxophonist, and if I wanted to be a performer, but I
think from that point on, that's really what I was
focused on. I think it just took not really being exposed
to much up until that point and I was just exposed to
this dynamic performance. It really transformed the
trajectory of my life.
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RY: Yeah. Absolutely. He did his doctorate and his
master's at Michigan. I think from high school that
was always a place that I really would have loved to
see myself. Not because I had met Professor Sinta and
not because I had a personal experience with his
playing. I never heard him play live at that point in
time, but it was just because the people I was
researching went to Michigan and, I was in high
school, just remember that, it seemed like I needed to
go there. I’ll go on record saying you don't need to go
to Michigan to be successful. But that's just what I had
in mind where I wanted to end up. Professor Sinta was
a different kind of teacher to me than Dr. Leaman.
Both are super influential in my life. Professor Leaman
really laid the foundation for me and then at
Michigan, I remember Professor Sinta telling me in
one lesson. I was preparing the Glazunov for a
concerto competition my first year there and I showed
up with my saxophone ready to play in my lesson.
Then, after a few lessons, I walked in his office with my
saxophone and he said, “Robert I'm not interested in
hearing you play the Glazunov anymore.” He said, “I
didn't accept you here because you're still trying to
figure things out. I want to make sure you don't get
accepted to a job interview because of your playing
and then when you get invited to the campus, you
can't have a conversation with the committee.” So, he
was all about sharpening the curious mind of his
students. He was all about the scholarly aspect of
things. Maybe this was because I was in grad school
there and not an undergrad, but our lessons consisted
of conversations for the most part. I don't know how
he did this, but I will say from those conversations, I
still got better as a player. So, from that point on I
started realizing that of course I have to put time in
on the horn, but I started realizing that a lot of me
getting better on the saxophone was how I was
thinking about things and how I approached things
and what I was bringing to the horn. It's not always
how fast I can play my scales.

TS:  I always look at it as like the old western
town. You see the store fronts but is there a
lean-to up behind it or is there actually a
building.  

RY: Exactly.  

TS: For me, from somebody kind of outside the
sphere of that, Donald Sinta existed, in my
world, as a two-dimensional figure. He was
somebody who was in past issues of the
Saxophone Symposium or the Saxophone
Journal or on recordings that I would find in the
library. And so, the first time I got a chance to
meet him was with Tim McAllister at Michigan
when I came to visit. I remember sitting in Tim's
car and we were getting ready to go into the
marching band hall where Professor Sinta was
practicing.
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I remember Tim just kind of grabbed my arm for
a second right as we were getting out of the car
and he said, “You know, man, I think he just
loves it more than we do.” I was like, “What??” It
was such an odd moment. Here I was going to
interview the former professor at Michigan with
the current professor at Michigan. Then, after
that conversation, I got back in the car and
totally understood what he was talking about. I
thought, “You know what? I think he loves this
more than anybody who plays the instrument.”
His curiosity was inspiring to me because it is
very possible to get to a point where you think
you know everything, a point where you get
jaded.

Well, I wanted to talk to you about classical
recitals. I always tell my students that classical
recitals are half entertainment and half
recruitment because there is always going to be
somebody who doesn't know the classical
saxophone or doesn't like it because of what
they think it is. And yet, you face some unique
challenges. I know you've been dedicated to
playing music that's been written within the
last few decades and being a proponent of new
music. What challenges do you face in
presenting that music to an audience that may
be unfamiliar with the saxophone?

RY: That's the million-dollar question, isn’t it? Well, I
approach a recital from the audience perspective first.
I really do believe that if I play a piece that most
people would know, like, if I play the Denisov. 

TS: Oh, I love that piece. 

RY: Or, if I play an avant-garde work and that's all I
play in the entire recital. If somebody is not used to
that kind of sound for an hour straight, then that
might not be attractive to them. But if I play a couple
of those pieces sandwiched in a recital that has other
things on it, then those newer pieces might be more
palatable for the listener. That's one thing I think
about. Another thing I think about is the way I prepare
new music. I'm with the firm belief that if the
preparation is thorough, and if the study is thorough,
and if the command over the instrument is evident,
then I think that even if the listener doesn't necessarily
care for the piece, they'll appreciate the performance
and enjoy the performance. So, I really think it's so
important that the preparation for the music and the
saxophone is so thorough that it shines through and
hits the ears and the hearts of the listener. I haven't
had an experience recently where I played something
challenging on a concert and I get negative feedback.
The feedback I always get it are words like ‘interesting.’
I don't even call it negative feedback if they say they
don't necessarily like the piece too much. I don't think
that's my job to make them like the piece. I feel like my
job is to hopefully see if they will come back to my
next performance. That's a really hard question to
answer but my approach to great music is in the
preparation. I do think the preparation shines through
on stage.
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You’re one of the most methodical people when
it comes to preparing for things and somebody
was telling me about how you, as a young
college student, were already doing what I call
‘recon.’ You were already gathering information
about what it is you had to do to teach at the
college level. Even checking out job
announcements is that correct?

RY: Yeah, it's kind of crazy when I kind of look back at
it. I remember being a senior in high school looking at
job announcements. Of course, I had no business
applying for anything and I didn't even know at the
time what I was doing. I was just kind of reading
through them and then, after some years passed, I
sort of realized that there's a common thread
throughout a lot of this. I'm going to need to go to
grad school and I'm going to need to do this and I'm
going to need to do that. I started thinking with the
end in mind and I tried to figure out how to craft a
path to that place as best as I could. I think something
else that I really started doing in high school, after
that recital, was I became really fascinated with other
people's paths. So, I looked up every single
saxophonist that I could think of and found out where
they went to school, what they majored in, who they
studied with, where that teacher went to school and
who that teacher studied with. I really tried to dive
into figuring out what this path could look like
because it really didn't seem as straightforward to me
as, “You go to school, major in this, and you're going
to get a job.” It still isn't that straightforward right?
But I had to try to figure out something that told me
what the next step could be. From a young age, I was
looking at job postings and also investigating what
other people are doing.

TS: Have you always been that type of person
who finds out everything that you can about
something? Because it's so important for
teaching in a creative field. A friend of mine,
Gary Foster always says, “You have to be the
hammer that applies the pressure to oneself.” I
remember feeling like I was running out of time.
Like, I had to get this information. I would pick
up the Saxophone Journal. I would see
something and have no idea who this is. Then, I
got to go find this out. Have you always been
one of those people who's always exhaustive in
the preparation?

RY: To a certain extent, maybe? I think when it comes
to saxophone, I think I probably was always a kind of
person that did as much as I knew how to do in the
practice room and exhausted all of my resources
there. But in terms of the reading and the research, I
would say no. I wasn’t always that person. What I was
just mentioning about the researching job postings,
looking up professors that were in the field at that
time, and where they went to school, that kind of just
spawned out of curiosity. But anything deeper than
that, I don't think I really started to dive into it until I
got to grad school.

TS: But we should talk about that. Coming from
South Carolina, it's a jump to go to Michigan.
What led you to go there? I know that Cliff had
done his doctorate at Michigan, correct?



TS: I think back to an interview of James Earl
Jones that I heard, and they said, “How do you
sound so commanding when you do your work?”
And he said, “Because I have this voice. I
became aware of my voice at an early age. Let's
face it. No one was going to hire me in the
movie industry for my devilish good looks, but
my voice was a commanding voice.” And he said,
“I realized that the last thing I wanted to do
with this voice I was given was to go ‘Umm ahh
umm.’ It came with being able to know how
much preparation I had to have.” He said, “If I
was going to do Othello, I had to know Othello
to the point of being Othello.” And I think that's
exactly what you're saying. I think there's a
certain trust that an audience hears even if
they don't know what it is. 

RY: Yeah, absolutely. And I was having a conversation
with a clarinetist that I really admire. They were, at
one point, the chair of a contemporary music
department at a university. They told me that
something that was frustrating. That there seemed like
there was a common thread between new music and
that I can play whatever I want. And I can make any
kind of sound that comes out of the instrument. Void
of control, void of preparation, void of any of that
stuff. I think that's probably one of the biggest threats
to new music. The performer maybe not approaching
it with a sense of thoroughness. That's the only word I
can really describe it as. And again, like we were both
saying it has to shine through to the audience's ears.

TS: A friend of mine, who is a composer, talks
about that. One of the things that he keeps
telling his students is he'll teach traditional
orchestration, traditional theory, traditional
voicings and his students will say, “Well, I want
to do this.” They're great but being a
composition major does not mean you have the
free reign to make noise that has no
consonance or dissonance or relationship to
your audience. I agree with that. I had a
colleague of mine do some performing at a
university and just because of the nature of
traveling and trying to meet up with people, he
wanted to do duet performances at the
university. He was playing with a doctoral
student and they were doing I think some
transcriptions of Kuhlau. The student had said
it's been so long since he’s played traditional
classical music. I think about the role of the
great Heidens, the Crestons, the Glazunovs, the
Iberts, and people like that and we have such
great new music. It's a different ability to try to
keep the tradition and what not. Do you find
that to be a challenge to see a skilled young
player and be like, “Here are all these standard
works that everybody know and then, of course,
there's this new music that is quickly becoming
our canon.” How do you balance that out with
students?
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RY: It's so hard. I personally think that there are
certain things that if a student is looking to do what I
do, to teach at the college level or even teach high
school students, or have their own private studio, I
think they have to be aware of the repertoire that they
are probably eventually going to have to teach at a
high level to their students. I think those are standards
in my curriculum. I think the Creston, even though it's
been a standard for a long time, is still a standard of
my curriculum, like the Ibert. So those things are
standards, but then there are newer pieces that are
getting a lot of play around the world that I think are
becoming standards as well. I think it's kind of hard to
balance mainly because I feel like let’s say, In Transit,
is viewed in completely different ways. I feel like in the
saxophone world, it seems like we want to play the
newest and the hardest thing a lot of times and I don't
feel like a lot of students pay attention to the Creston
or attention to the Ibert, even though I still believe
those are great works. I was talking to a pianist
colleague of mine. Say a pianist would learn a
Beethoven piece. They would learn a work by
Beethoven as an undergrad and those pieces live with
them throughout their entire career. Sometimes they
play it year after year, concert after concert, then play
something else, and then come back to it a few years
later and play concert after concert again. But it
seems like, in the saxophone world when we
concertize the stuff that we play as an undergraduate,
a lot of times that music doesn't live on because new
music is still being developed. I understand that and
that's super important as well. I'm not necessarily
preaching we should play the Creston every single year
or something like that. I'm more so curious as to why
in the saxophone world, we don't live with a piece
longer than the first performance.

TS: No, no, I get it. We have the Liszt specialist,
the Chopin specialist, and the Bach specialist. I
agree. I was teaching the Ibert the other day
and this is a piece I'd won a concerto
competition on and I thought, “Boy, why did I do
that there? That just makes no sense.” Then, I
just stopped, and I thought, “I don't know why
they chose me for that competition because
that was just the dumbest thing for me to do
there. We don't realize that if we live with a
piece long enough, we start to see different
flavors and different things. I'm curious of the
more modern literature. What are the pieces for
you that are the like the new Creston and the
new Ibert, the ones where you are going to
counsel one of your students who wants to
follow the path that you're on and you say,
“Yeah, these are probably going to have to be in
your wheelhouse at some point in time.” Sorry, I
understand that's a vast question.

RY: Yeah, that's a hard question that I'm thinking very
carefully about before I throw it out there.

TS: Now, we will put a disclaimer in the article
that this question was not given ahead of time
and no composer should be offended.



RY:  Right! Well one of the things that I'm noticing is
that works like Zipko’s In Transit, and some of
Wanamaker's pieces come up a lot. This is like when
somebody asks me, “What are my five favorite
albums?” And then, I draw a blank. I think that there
are certain pieces that you start seeing on required
works for competitions and required works for grad
school auditions or pieces that keep coming up year
after year. In graduate school auditions, I feel like
those pieces are getting more play around the country
because it is built into the infrastructure. I don't know
if I'm the one to say that they're becoming standard,
but I do think they're getting a lot of play. I don't know
if my students playing these pieces because I've played
them or if they're playing the pieces because they like
them or because they feel like it is a standard, but I've
had several of my students play In Transit. I've had
several of my students play Wanamaker’s first sonata.
I don't know if I can answer that question with the
confidence that I would like to answer it.

TS: Well, no, I think you pose a very honest
point. There are so many new works, but also, I
think about how it is one of the perks or
downfalls of starting to live with a longer
history. I remember hearing Jacob TV when he
was known as Jacob ter Veldhuis and it was
Connie Frigo doing her doctoral lecture recital
at South Carolina. I was thinking, “Holy cow!
This stuff is crazy!” And now it's like, “Oh, you
did a Jacob TV piece. Yeah, okay.” 21 years ago,
that took the top of my head off or hearing
Klonos for the first time! Tim McAllister and I
were talking about playing Wanamaker. I think
it was Wanamaker at one of the World
Saxophone Congress, the first World Saxophone
Congress that I attended. I was thinking, “Oh my
gosh. This is a completely different world.” Now,
there are certain pieces like Light of Sothis that
are as prevalent as Schumann's Three
Romances. It's interesting. 

 RY: Yeah, and it's so hard to even think about what
the new standards are and what the new standards
will be because I feel like everything is evolving so fast.
Even when you go to NASA or the World Sax Congress,
I don't hear the same piece at two consecutive
conferences. I don't want to say we're all gravitating
towards new things, but I think we gravitate towards
new things and commission new works to where it's
hard to see what the standards are because
everything is evolving so fast.  

TS: I'm sorry, I can't remember it. But it was one
of the first NASA conferences I ever went to,
and to the gentleman I was with, I said, “Well, I
want to catch this person and that person.”
Then, he named four or five people, all of whom
were very established players at the time who
were not premiering new pieces. In contrast to
where it seemed like every other performance
was a new premiere. But he chose to see more
established players that were playing
traditional works. And I asked, “Why?” And he
said, “Well because this is a person performing a
work that they've lived with.” For the life of me
I cannot remember who that was. Anyway, I
went and heard somebody play. It was a Lantier
piece and the Tableaux and the way they played
it was as if they had created it. 

I understand what you're talking about. There's
always the hit works and what not.  Well, there
is a question that I do want to ask you just
because it's something that's very much on my
mind all the time. I have a daughter who is 19
and a son who is 13 and they're very well aware
of dad's views on the world and things. I'm kind
of opinionated. So, my daughter, who is kind of
much like me, will have these conversations and
she'll say, “I don't understand something.” And
one of those things is being able to have
empathy and understanding for people who are
not like yourself. I remember the first time I
went to China, and I talked about this before in
some interviews, I saw a man about my age, and
he had a little boy who was about two or three
and he was trying to get the boy calmed down
so we could make this trip from Chicago to
China. He was trying to put the little three-year-
old down and the three-year-old didn't want to
do it. Then, he looked at me and he was starting
to apologize. And I took my phone out and I
showed him a picture of my son and he had this
look on his face when he put two and two
together like, “Oh, dude, you totally understand
what I'm going through right now.” We didn't
speak the same language, but we had a mutual
understanding. In that instance, we were two
dads that were having an empathetic moment
that he couldn't get his little toddler to go to
sleep. Probably for the for the most time in a
long time, probably since the 60’s, we are seeing
racial divides and I think our country's coming
face-to-face with its inability to deal with
diversity. As a prominent musician of color,
what are some of the challenges that you think
we face so that we can make music, not only the
saxophone, but make music more equal? I'm
curious to get your thoughts on this because
you have a different perspective than I do.

RY: I think there are two categories that I can talk
about. I think in some way we can look at it as it is not
a musical issue. It's like, my asian friend this, my black
friend this, my white friend this. I think that is, like
how you said, a people thing and/or an empathy
thing. I don't know how to fix the issue but how I
approach the issue is we have to have conversations. I
have to be curious about how life is for you. And, you
have to be curious about how life is for me. I think
that kind of personal connection and personal
conversation, over time, trickles down to my kids
because they see me talking to you. They see me
talking to my colleagues at UNCSA that might not be
black, and they see that those kinds of relationships
can happen. I don't think it will happen if we don't talk
to each other with any kind of respect. So, that's one
thing in the world of music.  
Something I alluded to earlier was that I didn't have
my first private lesson until I was in 11th grade. 
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That's not a strange circumstance there. I know a
lot of people that didn't get lessons until much
later, but I think I was lacking exposure. Even when
I got to the point of taking lessons and when I got to
college, I didn't know or see too many people that
looked like me represented in the field of classical
music, let alone classical saxophone. The only
person that I can name when I was in high school
was Otis Murphy.  I think that I'm not going to be
viewed as a black classical saxophonist when there
are more people in my position. I don't think that
one person will be viewed as a ‘whatever’
saxophonist when it's commonplace that somebody
is in that position. I was talking to my wife about
when I was recruiting at a middle school in the city
where we reside. It was with the entire woodwind
faculty and I was in the back of the room waiting
for my turn to go up and present. I remember the
flute section looking back at me and one girl said,
“Who's that black guy in the back?” And it wasn't
like, “Who's that guy with the saxophone? Or “Who's
the guy in the red shirt?” It was, “Who's the black
guy in the back?” Because I felt like exposure is low
and I don't know if they are exposed to people that
look like me in their classroom, and I don't think
that many classical musicians are exposed to
people that look like me on the concert stage. I
really do think exposure is the is the big thing. 

One of my things is I want to go and play for
younger players like high school and middle school
players so that they know, “Hey, there is somebody
that represents you and is in higher ed.” Maybe they
want to do it or maybe they don't want to do it but
at least they see somebody doing it. I know the
conversation in my circle is, “I don't want to do
that, or I can't do that because there's nobody that
looks like me.” I don't have the answers to this, but I
just know that exposure is an issue. I'm just trying
to do my work to try to figure out how to expose
that to more people.

TS: I agree. One of the most poignant
moments I can ever remember, my father was
58 years older than me. He was 58 when I was
born. I'm going to turn 50 and I can't even
imagine having a child in eight years, let
alone having a baby now. We were going to a
club to see something in college, and we went
and picked up my friend Marquel, and this
was about the time that the movie Malcolm X
came out and that was a time period of very
heightened awareness of his teachings and
his views. 

So, here's a 77-year-old Jewish man sitting in
our car and Marquel says, “Mr. Haar, do you
have a problem having a young black man in
your car? My father turned around and his
response was, “Do you have a problem having
an old Jewish man in your car?” Marquel just
kind of smiled and said, “Okay Mr. Haar, I get
it.” They ended up talking more than I ever
thought they would, and when they got done,
they gave each other a hug. The next day, I
saw Marquel at school and I asked, “What
were you and my dad talking about?” He goes,
“A lot of stuff. Your dad's cool.” Now, that’s a
term you don't ever think your father is.

I think my children’s generation is going to do
something different and I see all the younger
players who are on Instagram and Facebook
posting things and the colors of the rainbow
are more present than they ever were before.
I think that's wonderful. I know through your
work people are going to continue to see
what the saxophone can offer. I do appreciate
the time that you spent with us today. It must
be driving you crazy to hear your little boy in
the background and having to talk about the
saxophone. I love it man. I love it because
that's reality on the other side of that door.

RY: Yes, my soundtrack.  
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I have been testing equipment for review for well
over 20 years, and if there is one truth I have found,
it is that for every “big name” mouthpiece on the
market, there are a dozen makers nobody knows
about who are just as good, if not better.

Such is the story of Sebastian Knox. I became aware
of Sebastian, a Canadian woodwind craftsman,
through a mutual friend and great saxophonist,
Ryan Knight. Ryan, who has been a valued supporter
of our magazine, messaged me one day and said,
“Are you hip to Sebastian Knox? His mouthpieces
will amaze you!”

So I sought out by searching for “Sebastian Knox
Mouthpieces” on Google. Nothing. I found nothing.
There were no dealers and no website other than
for Sebastian Knox Professional Woodwind Services.
And on that site, there was no mention of
mouthpieces of the same name. 

Sebastian Knox
Traditional
New Standard

PRODUCT REVIEW

N O M A D I C   |   2 4

BY PAUL HAAR
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So I took a chance and reached out to Sebastian. Almost
immediately, he responded that he was the illusive mouthpiece
maker. 

We exchanged emails, and he was kind enough to send me two of
his American Series mouthpieces, The Traditional and the New
Standard. We put these mouthpieces through their paces over the
last month and a half and are excited to share with you our findings.

CONSTRUCTION
Sebastian Knox mouthpieces are made from molded hard rubber
from Germany. All facing, cutting, tip work, etc. is done by Knox
himself with files, sandpaper, and gauges. This is a slow and
methodical process, and as such, Knox averages one mouthpiece
per day. It is worth mentioning that he has a thriving mouthpiece
refacing and wooding business in addition to making mouthpieces. 

The rail-work is impressive. Both the side and tip rails are sharp,
defined, and smooth. It is hard to believe that such detailed work is
done by hand with simple materials. So much for the “technology-is-
king” argument.  

The profiles and shape of the mouthpiece are similar to an Otto
Link. The beak design is even and neither too steep nor too shallow.
It is a comfortable mouthpiece to play. 

THE TRADITIONAL
I am trying to get away from the constant reference to vintage
mouthpieces. That being said, the Traditional feels….well…
traditional. Knox explains, “The Traditional is my effort to recreate
the feeling of a 1960s no USA Tone Edge.” With this goal in mind, all I
can say is missional accomplished. The Traditional is a comfortable
mouthpiece with that classic Otto Link woodiness, the heft of tone
and edge, but with a nice balance of mid and low overtones. 

I found that softer reeds, like the Boston Sax Shop 2.5 and the
D’Addario 3S worked best and allowed for the greatest range of
flexibility and color. Articulation was solid, as was the ability to play
into the low register. There was no excessive back pressure nor
increased resistance. The Traditional did have a little bit of
backpressure/resistance, but I felt in a positive way. It allowed me to
feel the reed and predict the response. 

For those looking for a classical hard rubber mouthpiece with a
good complement of features, this is a very worthwhile mouthpiece
to consider.  
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THE NEW STANDARD
This mouthpieces was created in reference to “the
New Standard that continues to be set by young
players a generation at a time. It is closer to the so-
called early Babbitt Otto-Link.” I can say that if that
is the goal, I am not sure Knox achieved it. I think
the New Standard mouthpiece blows the doors off
of any early Babbitt I’ve played. 

As I tested this mouthpiece, the words I wrote
down to describe it were: exciting, lively, light,
quick, free blowing, and electric. To me, this
mouthpiece felt like a great Florida Otto Link
wrapped in the comfort of hard rubber. 

Like the Traditional, the New Standard paired best
with softer reeds. For me, the soulmate to this
mouthpiece was the Boston Sax Shop 2.5 reed.
The pitch, response, and ease of play were
amazing. I have never used a reed this soft and
found such stability. It is just another reminder
that you can get caught up with numbers. 

Perhaps the greatest compliment I can give this
mouthpiece is that it affords me all of the musical
tools I need to do my work. Meaning, this
mouthpiece gets out of my way and connects me
to the instrument. I found myself being opened up
to new sounds and discoveries. I couldn’t put it
down, much to the displeasure of our dog Emma.
 
CONCLUSION
Both mouthpieces sell around $380 dollars ($495
Canadian), which is quite reasonable for this
caliber of artistry. To my knowledge, the only way
to obtain these mouthpieces is directly from Knox
himself (www.sebastianknox.com). The Sebastian
Knox mouthpieces were a pleasure to test and
they reminded me of my father’s words, “The
Biggest isn’t the best and the best is the biggest.” If
you are a skilled player who appreciates fine
craftsmanship and uniqueness of tone and
response, you must try the Sebastian Knox
mouthpieces. You will be happy you did.

SEBASTIAN KNOX MOUTHPIECE
P R O D U C T  R E V I  E W
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When Grammy-nominated Mack Avenue

recording art ist ,  composer,  and bandleader Tia

Ful ler picks up her saxophone, something

amazing happens. Blending technical

bri l l iance, melodic creativity,  and the

performing precision drawn from both her

academic and stage experience, Ful ler is a

force to be reckoned with in the worlds of

jazz,  pop, R&B, and more. Currently,  Ful ler

balances the worlds of performance and

education, fulf i l l ing a demanding schedule as

both a busy touring and recording art ist  and a

ful l-t ime professor at the Berklee Col lege of

Music in Boston.

TIA FULLERTIA FULLERTIA FULLER

By Jordan VanHemert
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The Saxophonist Magazine: Ms Fuller, thank you so much for
taking the time to be interviewed for The Saxophonist. 

Tia Fuller: Thank you! Thank you for having me. It’s really an honor. 

TSM: First of all, I’m wondering if you could tell me a little bit about
your upbringing and your beginnings in music. I see that you come
from a musical family, with both your father and your mother, so I
can see this being a really warm and inviting way in which to explore
the music. 

Tia Fuller: I come from Aurora, Colorado, and both of my parents are
musicians and also educators. It was a really balanced household that I
grew up in. My mom started off as an English and Drama teacher and
she retired as an Assistant Principal, but she’s a vocalist. My dad started
off as a PE Teacher and also retired in the Denver Public School District
as an Assistant Principal, and he’s a bassist. We started a band called
Fuller Sound when I was just a child. They would be in the basement
rehearsing and for gigs on the weekend. It was a very...I guess you could
say fertile environment in terms of not only being exposed to this music
but all of the arts. I remember going to plays with my mom and she
would go and bring all of her students to the Denver Center for the
Performing Arts. My mom, she was a really avid reader and wanted to
make sure we got all of our homework done and got good grades. It was
a nice balance between the arts and the academics. 

TSM: What were some defining moments between your childhood
and career?

TF: Well, I do specifically remember as a child, this was even before I
picked up the saxophone. At the time I was playing the piano. I
remember turning around--we had these turning chairs and getting a
little dizzy, and my mom asked me what instrument I wanted to play,
and I said, “I want to play the saxophone.” Somehow my dad got that all
on camera and I recently saw it--and the intensity and intention was
really over the top. So I think that was a defining moment. I think
another defining moment was when I moved out to New Jersey after
undergraduate at Spelman College and grad school at the University of
Colorado. I moved out two days before the World Trade Center
collapsed--September 9, 2001. I remember asking myself -- this is
something that has been part of your big picture--are you going to stick
it out? Are you going to stay here? Because everyone was saying that
there was no work and all of the clubs are shutting down. Or are you
going to go back home? I actually chose the more faithful approach of
sticking it out and really being prayerful and trying to create
opportunities. Ironically enough, two weeks later, I scored my first gig
and that gig created another gig and another. That was one of my
lessons--that each opportunity should breed another opportunity. That’s
one of the lessons I share with my students at Berklee. 
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The third one would be another crossroads that I
had after I played and toured with Beyonce. They
had called me back to play at the Super Bowl, and
within a 24-hour period, I had gotten a call from
Berklee College of Music asking if I could take over
a full time position teaching in the Ensemble
Department. So the question was: do I go back to
Beyonce, this space I had been in for the past four
of five years or do I do the thing I really wanted to
do-- which is teach and give back? At that point, I
realized that there lied the foundation of what my
purpose was and where I was in my trajectory and
my journey. And I realized that me choosing Berklee
allowed me to tap into my purpose of being a light
to others and taking the experiences that I had
from touring with Esperanza Spalding or Beyonce
or even my own quartet and bring it to those
students and really giving back. I think that those
three defining points have really helped to set me
on -- I won’t say a straight -- but really a smoother
trajectory, a more fruitful trajectory. 

TSM: I want to circle back to something that you
just said. You were pretty adamant about playing
saxophone--there was some fire and inspiration
to play the instrument...It is International
Women’s Day. As a young woman, did you ever
face any obstacles of people saying “well, maybe
this isn’t the right instrument for you. Maybe you
should play something else.” 

TF: You know what? Ironically enough, no. When I
first started playing music, I started playing piano
when I was 3, and then I moved to flute when I was
9. I think that we have these gender-specific
instruments, which is really interesting and I think
that we need to deconstruct that whole idea. But at
the time, I thought “flute is feminine and it’s pretty
and it’s shiny” -- you know, being a 9-year old. I
think it was more so, when I was 11, and I first
picked up the saxophone, it was based on mostly
who was playing with my parents. I asked my
teacher, my middle school director. I want to play
in the jazz band, so what instrument should I play?
He said “pick up the saxophone--it’s really similar
fingerings to the flute.” Even prior to picking up the
instrument, I was enamored with the instrument. I
was perpetrating with saxophone earrings and
necklaces and all of this saxophone paraphernalia. 

TSM: That’s really great to hear, because I know
that there are so many young women who grow
up thinking otherwise because of messages that
they hear. I agree so much that we need to get
rid of those gender-specific instruments.

What do you think that your most recent role as
the musical voice of Dorothea Williams in the
Pixar movie SouI might have on young women,
particularly young black women, who might see
themselves in you? That might see that “Yeah
that’s something I want to do.” 

TF: First of all, it’s such an honor and a blessing to
be such a part of a major voice in a Pixar movie
period, playing the saxophone. I would have never
thought in a thousand years that I would have the
opportunity. But it’s ironic, because during these
times of racial inequity and trying to look for
equitable representation throughout the world, I
think that, to me, the most important thing about
this opportunity is that I’m able to serve as one of
the individuals who is able to change that fabric of
what jazz looks like. Teri-Lynne [Carrington] has a
great institute at Berklee called the “Institute of Jazz
and Gender Justice” which means Jazz without
patriarchy--that’s their slogan. And so now, as you
said, young girls and boys--

TSM: Yes!

TF: are going to be able to look and one, know what
a saxophone is, because there are a lot of adults
who don’t know what a saxophone is and what it
looks like. But also seeing representation of women,
of women of color, playing these instruments and
saying yes, I can do this. I think it’s really
deconstructing this patriarchal mindset, especially
in this westernized, patriarchal society that we’re in.
It’s now informing, subliminally, girls and little
boys--we’re a part of this fabric and we always have
been. We’ve been a part of the fabric in a role of
this institution of music bringing the birthrights and
building blocks of jazz. This is our home, and
women have been at the precipice of it. To me,
that’s really empowering.
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I was watching the movie with one of my nieces,
and she said, “Aunt Tia! That’s you!’ and I said, “no
that’s the character, but I’m playing.” She said “Can
you take your saxophone out right now?” It was
Christmas Day and while everyone was cooking, I
was playing saxophone melodies for my little niece
and she said “I want to play! Can I blow into it?” so
there’s a certain connection that she automatically
has because she can see herself through me being a
vessel and through me as she’s a young woman of
color. On the opposite side of it, there is a large
level of accountability that comes with that, and I
am really trying to step more fervently into that.
One of my mentors and big brothers, Ralph
Peterson, Jr. -- great drummer. He just passed away
a week ago. Since his passing, of course I’ve been
mourning, but I think now, the way that his
character has always been and I am now trying to
take on is to be unapologetic with who you are and
what you have to present of your own voice. I think
I have always had elements of that, but since then
his spirit has now activated me to do that, but I am
trying to do this as much as possible by creating
other forums. I have a roundtable discussion called
“Queen Intuition” speaking with women, black
women who identify as women, just about being a
musician and an artist in the industry. So it’s really
exciting. 

TSM: Your voice on the alto saxophone is so
distinctive. What had a role in shaping that
artistic voice that is so unapologetically on
display in your records. 

TF: Wow, that’s a great question, Jordan. Let me just
talk about sound in particular. My sound, I grew up
in Colorado, so the altitude there is just difficult. I
remember the first time that I went and visited New
York, and I put the reed on the saxophone and it
was just so easy to play. And I put on another reed
and said, this is a great reed--everything was
playing so easily. I had been reared in Colorado to
produce a sound, a big sound, but once I moved
from that altitude, everything else just opened up
for me. So that’s one element.

I think overall that the spiritual connectedness that
I have to the music. I come from a spiritual
household, grew up in church. Although it was a
church that didn’t have instrumental music--it was
Church of Christ--I grew up having my parents
there, and so when I’d sit in or when I’d play gigs,
because my dad would book gigs for my sister and I
and we’d play trio. A lot of times, he would be
yelling at me on stage “Play! Tia, play! Play! Play!
Play” And so recently I asked him, “Dad, do you
remember you yelling at me and Shami and scaring
us?” He said, “Yeah, because I didn’t want you to be
out here scared, because I knew that you were
going to be some of the only women on the stage.
So every time you put your horn in your mouth, you
play like it’s the last time you’re gonna play.” and
that has been imprinted on my spirit. So I know
that the rearing that I had from both my mother
and my father. Musically and educationally, my
mom would always have a quote-she it called
“Positive Brainwashing.” One quote in particular
was sitting in our playroom and it’s still up there-
-”If I can imagine it, I can achieve it, if I can dream
it, I can become it.” And this is something that has
been a part of my narrative all along, that
subconsciously I had embraced that I didn’t know
about until more recently. That, to me, has become
an integral part and the fabric of the intensity and
intention behind my sound. Every time I play, I have
got to be saying something. 

TSM: How does your philosophy of reflecting
light into the lives of your students shape your
role at Berklee? You talked about it being a big
dream of yours to give back--how does your life
philosophy shape that? 

TF: I think that it’s a continuation of it. In my last
album, Diamond Cut, which was produced by Teri-
Lyne Carrington and got a Grammy Nomination,
which was really extraordinary. My whole narrative
for Diamond Cut  is that it’s three phases of
growing. I’ll get to the tail end part of your
question. The first level is as a diamond, you may
look like a piece of coal. Even though you are
implanted in the Earth’s surface -- like we all are --
we have been born from this seed and have
purpose. 
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We may not look like a diamond. Then rising to the
mid part of the Earth’s surface, you have to endure
an extreme amount of pressure and temperature to
rise. Who has not had to do that? And then rising to
the top of the Earth’s surface and being diamond
cut -- this is where the answer to your question is.
Being diamond cut is not pertaining to size or
shape, but it is pertaining to how much is reflected,
throughout the diamond--not shining, but reflected.
And that’s the brilliance. Being in the classroom and
being able to reflect what has been given to me--
been poured into me from my parents, my
grandparents, my friends, the experiences, all of
those things--now I’m able to give it back to them in
a way that is really transformational for me. It
becomes this cyclic effect of light and love, and
learning for me and for them. So the energy that I
exude in my classes--one thing that my mom would
always say is that students can always feel if you’re
teaching from your head or from your heart. And
even though I might not have everything right in my
head or theoretically, they understand my
intention. They can feel my heart, because they
know that I love them and I care about them and
want them to succeed. I constantly try to interweave
life lessons into the music allowing for the music to
be a manifestation of life. Overall, it’s about using
this music to empower them, and to understand
that they are cultivating the tools so that they can
be successful over the longevity of their life. It may
take a long time to get there, and you have to have
patience, diligence, sacrifice, optimism, all of these
things that will keep us afloat that are going to be
tools for them to tap into later. 

TSM: Let’s go back to your most recent album,
Diamond Cut. All of the music that you have on that
record--what is the way that the music embodies
the philosophy of the record that you talked about
earlier. What were you looking to accomplish
musically? 

TF: Initially, from a musical standpoint, I knew that I
wanted something different. Prior to this album, I
had been playing with piano, bass, and drums since
my inception (laughs). In speaking with Teri-Lyne, I
said, “I really want to play trio--and I really want to
play with a powerhouse trio.” and she said, “Dave
Holland, Jack DeJohnette.” And I was like, “Boom!” 
Just because I really wanted to explore the
openness. This is the first time that I actually went
through drafting of each of my songs and I “A-B’ed”
it with her, and throughout my drafts, she said,
“Tia, you might want to incorporate guitar. Just to
have some harmony--you could give the guitar
some basslines...think about guitar.“ 
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This is my first time ever playing with guitar on an
album.Initially, I never really liked guitar and
saxophone. That was just my ear being immature, I
think. Now I absolutely love it. We incorporated
guitar, and my former album Angelic Warrior,
actually introduced me to the sound, subtly. I wrote
a song called “Descend to Barbados”, and it
featured John Pattitucci. I had two bass players. I
had Mimi Jones on acoustic but John Pattitucci was
on piccolo bass, which everybody thinks is guitar.
So that sound was a part of me absent of the piano,
and the timbre that Adam Rogers and I were able to
create on the recording really allowed me to tap
into certain things that he could play with me and
then other things that he could embellish around
me or not play at all. It left even more of an
expansive sonic opportunity for me to explore--
timbre-wise as well. 

TSM: So we are in our waning minutes, and I am a
teacher as well--I know have a lot of students who
really look up to you and that there are a lot of
young people who look up to you. What is your
advice to those people who are pursuing a career in
music and to the next generation of musicians? 

TF: Wow, where do I start? Right now, I think I am
on this quote that I heard from Darren Hardy,
who is a financial guru/advisor, the owner of
Success Magazine. He has this quote
“Incremental steps yield to exponential growth”
meaning that where you are today and what you
are doing on a minutia level is going to amount
to your macro--to the longevity of your career.
Then there’s another quote that Pastor T.D. Jakes
says, “The small things are the big things.”
There’s no way that we can think that we can do
some big things if we can’t really manage the
small things and really refine those. So I would
say to students to just make sure that the things
that they want to do later are congruent to what
they are doing on a day-to-day basis. Even if it’s
just “I’m going to play long tones today, and I’m
going to put the tuner on and try to keep it right
on that zero. But I’m going to be mindful of,
based off of what note I’m playing, if the ticker is
going to the right or to the left.” really being
mindful, so that when it amounts to they are
playing on a big band or doing a recording
online, that they know where they fit regarding
intonation. 



And that’s a very microscopic example, but really
just being intentional about what it is that they
want to do and making sure that it is attaching to
their big picture. That’s the first thing--on an
incremental level, because those increments are
going to amount to their exponential growth--or
decay, in actuality.

TSM: Yeah, there’s that other side of it.

TF: I have to remind myself that every day, as well.
What are you doing incrementally, Tia? Is it
attaching to your big picture? Because in essence,
we can’t just be in this world and not work toward
something or just think that we’re not going to do
anything. If we’re not doing anything, time is a
continuum, we’re moving forward, so in essence,
we’re actually retrogressing--we’re moving
backward. So we have to push for it. So that’s one
thing. Also to have patience and diligence and some
persistence--but patience. I think in this world now,
we’re so used to the instant gratification that we
really are not honoring the process and embracing
all of the growing pains that it takes. Because it’s in
those spaces where we’re cultivating the tools that
we can [use to] sustain ourselves later. So that’s
another thing just having patience and keeping
your eye on the prize.

The third is really moving in a faithful direction not
a fearful direction. Sometimes, like I had mentioned
before, reaching crossroads, many times you might
want to be like “Oh I’m scared to do that. I don’t
know if I can.” Acknowledging the fear is there but
allowing the faith to supersede that. Moving in faith
and not fear, for sure. 

TSM: Lastly, I think that we are kind of at an
inflection point right now in the year 2021, as a
musical community and as a global community,
we are really coming to terms with equity in a lot
of different ways. Racially, in terms of
gender/gender identification, sexuality--all of
these things. What role do you think artists can
have to speak to these sorts of issues and to
help to advance equity in the world and make a
better tomorrow? 

TF: I’m a part of a group called “We Have Voice” and
we have created a code of conduct that is basically
creating equity and inclusivity in all of the
performing arts. One of the big things to me is
accountability. But before accountability, we have
to raise the level of consciousness amongst the
community. 
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Meaning that some terms are highly patriarchal in
our environment. And I was speaking with a group
of young ladies from Berklee in a zoom meeting
before I talked to you and I said, “Okay, guys.” And I
said “no, I need to be more mindful” They are not
guys. They are ladies. Again, incremental steps yield
exponential growth of this idea of equity. So really
being more conscious--heightening our level of
consciousness. And then in the midst of that, if
there is a level of sexism that is happening or
inequity that we experience, that accountability is
held. Meaning that somebody calls somebody else
out. Whether it be a teacher. It’s brought to their
awareness that okay, you saying this really didn’t
resonate right with me. Friends to friends. Men to
women. Men to men, actually. To me that is one of
the most important kinds of equity--is that other
men are holding their male counterparts
accountable so that they are aware of what they’re
saying. It’s enough for us [women] to say it, but
sometimes, it doesn’t penetrate until somebody else
of the same sex says, “Hey that wasn’t cool. Don’t
say that.” I’d say those two things. And really, just
keeping communication open. Not being afraid to
talk about the subliminal effects that inequity can
have systematically over this music--like the
creation of this music, because I’ve spoken to a lot
of women, and I think back on my career, and you
know how many times as women, we get to the
stage and we’re wearing this armor, whereas men
don’t necessarily have to do that. They come to the
stage and they’re just coming to play--to serve the
music. But we’re dealing with “am I looking right?
People want to see me smile on stage” -- all of this
stuff that has been fed into us. Really removing that
armor, so we can equally show up in a space of
equity so that we can get to the artistry. 

TSM: Thank you so much for your time. I have
appreciated all of your wisdom that you have
shared, and lastly, my condolences on your loss.
Ralph Peterson’s music was such an inspiration
to me and still is. When I hear it, I hear the kind
of person he was--I appreciate the way that his
spirit has activated you and I thank you for
sharing part of his legacy with me today, so
thank you again and my condolences.

TF: Thank you. I really appreciate that. It was great
having a conversation with you. 



My relationship with Selmer saxophones has been
a complicated one. My first professional
saxophone was a Selmer, and I played on them
for over 30 years, mainly on the famed Mark VI
instruments.  The Mark VII, Series I, II, and III were
good instruments but never got out of the shadow
of the Mark VI. Then they created the Reference
series, which seemed like an admission that the
best years for Selmer may have been in the past.
Over the years, Selmer had made some
"interesting" decisions and was, at times, oddly
silent when it came to the ever-changing
marketplace. When the Asian saxophone market
went from ca-ca to contender in just short of a
decade, Selmer found themselves clamoring for
an entry-level professional saxophone. Thus, the
Axos brand was born from the new SeleS
company.

Axos
PRODUCT REVIEW

N O M A D I |   2 4

BY PAUL HAAR
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Launched in 2015, the Axos alto saxophone came into the market
as a contender but having to shake off missteps in the company's
past. It has been a proven success, offering players who long for
a Selmer sound but can't afford the artisan price tag.

After a year that has been devastating to musicians, saxophonists
have needed some good news. 2021 marks the introduction of
the newest member of the Axos family, a tenor, and an
expansion of the line. Like its sister, this offering is designed to be
an entry-level professional Selmer, much like Yamaha has made
the YTS 62 the entry-level professional instrument of their line. To
be clear, this is not an intermediate instrument. Everything about
it is created as a professional quality instrument, just without the
sting on your wallet.

The Axos tenor is made in the company's workshop in Mantes-la
Ville workshop, and according to the promotional materials:

"The Sound tube, consisting of the neck, body, and bell, is made and
accompanied by its set of keys. After strict control, these elements are
transmitted to an industrial partner based in Asia, trained by our
teams, who will take care of the finishing and assembly operations.
The instruments are then sent to our workshops in Mantes-la Ville for
100% control before packing and shipping." 

This leads me to deduce that the Axos is a French-made
instrument assembled in Asia to combat high labor costs. Now,
the liberal in me might have a problem with this business move,
but frankly, Selmer is late to the party when it comes to this
practice. It is the way of doing business today, and if Selmer
wants to compete, they must do what is necessary to meet the
consumer's demands while meeting the bottom line. 

Okay, enough background, let's get to the nuts and bolts of the
Axos tenor!

Please make no mistake how it gets to you or the name of the
new company that offers it; the Axos is a Selmer professional
saxophone. It has an unmistakably Selmer sound, feel, and
character. I have no proof, but would I be willing to bet that the
body's design is based on an existing saxophone like the Series II
or Series III as it would not make sense to design an all-new body
tube for an entry-level professional saxophone. 

Left (T to B);  Rails and tip, Side Profile , and chamber and slanted walls.
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This and the fact that it simply plays too familiar to
be a completely new saxophone. It has that familiar
Selmer feel and sound that is amazingly responsive in
all registers. I can't remember playing a Selmer
saxophone that was so easy to play. Ergonomically
this tenor is the best Selmer I have played to date (I
don't know if ergonomic changes of the Axos have
made it to other models). Key placement felt tailored
to my hands, with the right-hand side keys positioned
in the perfect alignment. The low Eb and C keys were
in ideal alignment with the right hand as to not cause
a stretch in little finger. I loved how the palm keys fit
my hand and the neck angle is divine. It meets the
player and doesn't cause one ounce of body stress. It
was difficult to go back to my Mark VI the Axos felt so
comfortable to play.

The tone has a nice rich character with a wider,
slightly spread sound. The core is solid but not as
compact as a Mark VI. I found the instrument flexible,
allowing me to produce a variety of colors, handling a
wide range of dynamics. I could push the volume
without causing the tone to spread, and the ease of
response made playing soft, especially in the low
register, a pleasure.  

Aesthetically, the Axos is a nice-looking saxophone. It
has a beautiful gold lacquer that might be a shade
darker than the lacquer I saw on the Axos alto. The
engraving is hand done and pleasing but nothing to
write home about. I still can't understand why the
engraving is placed in odd places like under the
chromatic F#. Like the alto, the famous "S" logo is
present but missing the customary blue paint. Again, I
wondered why it would be so hard to have that blue
"S" right on the horn. I feel it makes the saxophone
look less than what it is. I think it seems like a silly
little detail, but the devil is in the details, right?
Perhaps it's these small details that make the
consumer want to graduate to higher models.

The construction is solid; I notice that key arms, the
octave lever, and neck octave arm are thinner on
typical Selmer saxophones. These reductions in
material might result from new construction methods
or might be a way for the saxophone to be lighter,
allowing for quicker response. I am not sure. Like the
alto, the lyre is not placed in the traditional position
by the neck screw. 
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This make the tenon connection lighter. The
lyre is placed like an old Conn on the side of
the instrument. So, those of you who love
your heavy mass lyre screws might want to
try to get rid of them on Ebay.

The Axos tenor sells for $3,825, which places
it right in the heart of the market, being
cheaper than the Eastman 52nd Street and
slightly more expensive than the Yamaha
62III and Yanagisawa TWO 1. In comparison
to other Selmer models, you could get two
Axos for one Series III cost ($7,269) or a
Reference 54 ($8,459). Of course, these are
vastly different instruments, but it gives you
a reference (no pun intended). It comes with
a light Bam-style case, Selmer C* mouthpiece
with cap and ligature, strap, and swab. All in
all, an excellent deal. For those who long for
a Selmer but can't afford the price, the Axos
gives you the best of all possible options. The
Axos tenor is a welcome addition to the
entry-level professional market and offers
something unique, an affordable Selmer
sound. I am happy to see that Selmer has
finally responded to the market demands.
They may have made some missteps and
might be a bit late to the party, but a Selmer
saxophone is still the Cadillac of saxophones.  
This particular ride is a bit more accessible to
the average Joe and Josephine.  

SELMER AXOS TENOR

P R O D U C T  R E V I  E W
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Glenn Frey once said, "The hardest thing about
having a hit record is making the next one."
Success is great, but maintaining that success is
something entirely different. Nobody knows this
more than Selmer. For much of the 20th-century,
names such as Balanced Action, Mark VI, Soloist,
and C* were not just titles; they were the
hallmarks of excellence for the professional
musician.  

But Selmer, like most companies, has faced its
share of challenges. High overhead, economic and
workforce challenges in the United States' rust
belt, fierce competition, and staying abreast of
the technological developments have caused the
brand to tarnish a bit in recent decades. One
problem area was with the consistency of the
company's classical mouthpieces.

Selmer Classical
Mouthpieces

PRODUCT REVIEW
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I recall going to a local music store in late 2004 and trying thirty
C* alto mouthpieces to mark my students' best ones. Of the
thirty, I found one that I felt was okay to sell my students, and it
would have never been a mouthpiece I would have chosen. The
wild inconsistency of the mouthpieces was very disheartening to
me.

I feel entering the third decade of the 21st Century, Selmer has
blown the dust off the past, embraced its history, and recognized
its need to innovate and not maintain. So, it was time for me to
take the Selmer line of classical mouthpieces for a spin. Thanks to
Scott Campbell and all the good folks at Conn-Selmer, who were
kind enough to send me eight mouthpieces spanning the S-80, S-
90, Soloist, Concept, and Delangle lines.

PACKAGING
Let's face it, the first step in changing is giving your branding a
facelift. The mouthpieces come in modern matte-black packaging
with beautiful silver-tone artwork. The mouthpieces are shipped
in a beautiful velvet bag, imprinted with the Selmer logo and a
Selmer mouthpiece patch. I have to admit that the packaging
signified something new was about to await me.

CONSTRUCTION
All of the Selmer mouthpieces are made from quality bar-stock
hard rubber. Beautifully embossed gold emblems and model 
 names off set the glossy finish of the mouthpieces. From the first
inspection, you can tell that Selmer is playing for keeps with
these mouthpieces; gone are the irregular windows, uneven rails,
and substandard/missing tip rails of the past. Apparently, a few
years back, Selmer recognized these issues and improved the
overall construction, and changed the tip openings and facing
curves of the mouthpieces. This was done to improve the
acoustical response of the mouthpieces.

Of the eight mouthpieces I tested, all but two (S-90 170 & 180)
had perfectly flat tables placed on the jeweler's glass. The S-90
170 and 180 mouthpieces had slight concave tables. The curve
was minimal and didn't affect the overall quality of play of the
mouthpiece.

Left (T to B);  Rails and tip, Side Profile , and chamber and slanted walls.
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S-80 ($171.00)
I was sent both an S-80 C* and C**
mouthpieces. These were the mouthpieces I
played for nearly 30 years, and I was
interested to see if things had changed. I am
thrilled to say yes, they did, and in a
significant way. Both the C* and C** felt just
like those I used to play on. It was like
working with a long-lost friend. The response
was immediate, and the raspiness that
plagued the past mouthpieces was nowhere
to be found. The consistency, moving
between the two sizes, was remarkable. It
just felt like the same mouthpiece but with a
slightly hard reed. There was no loss of
articulation, tonal core, or pitch. The sound
was a little bit brighter but with a good
balance of overtones. The best I can say is
that these mouthpieces produced the sound
of my youth.  

Both mouthpieces have a facing curve of
24.00 mm, with the C* tip opening being 1.55
MM and the C** being 1.65. As I like a bit
more resistance, I gravitated to the C**. Both
mouthpieces took a variety of reed
strengths. As someone who likes to work his
reeds and enjoys stiffer strengths, I was
pleasantly surprised that the tone and
response weren't lost when moving to the
harder strengths. In the converse, softer
reeds worked well and didn't present much
of a change concerning pitch. I even found
Legere synthetic reeds to work well. The 3.14
in Signature and American cut both worked
remarkably well.

SELMER CLASSICAL MOUTHPIECES

P R O D U C T  R E V I  E W
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S-90 ($160.00)
The S-90 was an interesting model to try. I
remember when these originally came out. It
was quite the launch, and for most of us, they
were a dud. Bland, lifeless and temperamental
when it came to reeds, they were not Selmer's
finest moment. I am pleased to say this is not
the case with the modern S-90 mouthpieces. I
tested three sizes, 170 (1.35 mm), 180 (1.45
mm), and 190 (1.55 mm) made famous by Tim
McAllister.  

Like the S-80 mouthpiece, the S-90 has a 24.00
mm facing length and square chamber. The
only difference is that the chamber of the S-90
is graduated or "Stepped." I liked the sound of
the S-90, with the 190 being my favorite. It has
a bit more darkness and control. I quite
enjoyed the ease of articulation and the ability
to move into the altissimo register. 

As I enjoy a bit more high overtones in my
sound, I would personally favor the S-80
models. However, the quality and consistency
were evident moving through the various
sizes.

CONCEPT ($214.00)
What is there to say about the Selmer
Concept? It wasn't just Selmer's response to
the Vandoren Optimum; it was a new standard
for the round chamber mouthpieces' return.
This mouthpiece is designed for maximum
control and response with a small facing and
tip opening of .0582. I played on this
mouthpiece for nearly five years, and it was
just as I remembered. The round chamber
allows for ease of response in the low register,
and sloping sidewalls offer projection. The
articulation and response are lightning quick.
With the right reed combination, this
mouthpiece can do things you thought not
possible. Or, maybe it was always possible, but
your previous mouthpiece didn't make it so
easy. I am blown away by how well this
mouthpiece plays paired with the 3.25 and
3.50 Legere Signatures. 

This is such an excellent pairing they should market
them together. Everything about this mouthpiece
impresses, but if you are coming from a traditional
square chamber mouthpiece with a large tip
opening,it will take some adjustment. You may get
frustrated, but it is well worth the time and effort
to dial it in.

DELANGLE ($324.00)
This mouthpiece has the body of a Concept and an
interior unique to specifications created in
collaboration with Claude Delangle. The Delangle
sports a metal ring that continues in the chamber
of the mouthpiece. The mouthpiece is made from
some proprietary composite or "bi-material." The
goal of the mouthpiece is a denser, full sound with
greater projection. I found this to be the case, but,
for my taste, it was too big. It bordered on feeling
like a jazz mouthpiece. I found the response to be
good and responded in the low register, although I
found the concept more accessible.  

The Delangle mouthpiece would be a good
mouthpiece for those looking to increase their
projection and tonal pallet.  

THE SOLOIST ($180-192)
The Soloist is the oldest mouthpiece in the Selmer
line that continues today. Patterned off the same
name's classic mouthpiece, made famous in the
1950s, this mouthpiece still sports the horseshoe
chamber. Sized like the S-80, the Soloist has a 24
mm facing with a C* tip opening of 1.55 mm and a
C** tip opening of 1.65 mm. The modern Soloist is
perhaps the most improved mouthpiece of the
entire group. It offers a wonderfully rich and deep
tone with a much-improved response in the low
register. Best of all, it felt like the great Soloists of
the past. I loved it so much I purchased the C** for
my personal use.

CONCLUSION
As I type my overall thoughts, the first word that
comes to mind is Relief. I am so happy to see these
great mouthpieces make a comeback and return
the pride to the Selmer name. There are many
great options in this line for the modern player. The
quality of construction, consistency of tone, and
the reed-friendliness are most noteworthy. I was
thankful I am not really in the market for a new
classical mouthpiece because it would have been
challenging to choose just one. If you are in the
market for a new classical mouthpiece or may have
been turned off by past Selmer pieces, you truly
owe it to yourself to try these mouthpieces. You will
be glad you did.
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Planning a recital is a major event. A

colleague of mine compared it to his wedding

saying, “A degree recital is just like a wedding.

You spend 9-12 months preparing, organizing

and planning, then, in the blink of an eye, it is

over. But if you plan it right, it will be a

memory you will enjoy  the rest of your life.”

Planning a recital is a daunting task but it is

something that must be done correctly if you

want to have a quality performance. The

following 12 month plan is a rough guide to

help you plan your next recital/performance.

The 
12-month
Recital
Plan

EDUCATION

N O M A D I C   |   2 4

BY PAUL HAAR
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Look at your calendar and pick the time
frame that you would like to do a recital.
Make sure you avoid major events such as
holidays, major sporting events (e.g.
national championships, college game
days), etc. You also don’t want to plan a
recital a the very end of a semester. This is
usually when everybody wants to do a
recital.  You will be competing for the same
audience. 
Start listening to music, reading pieces and
reviewing scores to find works that are
interesting to play. You are going to be
working on this music for a long time, so
choose pieces that really interest you.
Plan a diverse program by choosing works
that will showcase your talents as well as
engage the audience.  You may be surprise
to learn the average audience doesn't
enjoy a 2-hour program of contemporary
saxophone music.  
Once you have narrowed down your
program, begin thinking about who you
want to have accompany you on your
program. VERY IMPORTANT: Choose
people who are talented and professional.
Don’t allow friendship (“I have a buddy who
plays piano...”) to get in the way of a very
important musical program. After you have
figured out who you wish to accompany
you, contact them immediately. Have all
possible dates and music ready to show
them. Be flexible with your schedule.
Talented people are busy people. 
Start budgeting for your recital. You will
have to fit the bill for accompanists fees,
equipment needs (repairs, reeds, music,
etc.), honorarium for your guest musicians,
publicity (posters and flyers) etc.

12 MONTHS AHEAD

Try to have your program set. If you are
not sure on one or two pieces, at least have
a concept of style, to help your
programing. You should plan to purchase
all of your music at this point. Also, if you
do make some final changes, make sure to
consult your accompanist. It is
unprofessional to change the program
without their knowledge or input. 
Contract your accompanist and your
supporting players. Communicate as to
when you wish to begin rehearsals and
when you will plan to have music to them.
IMPORTANT NOTE: When giving music to
collaborative players, either give photo
copies or have photo copy back ups in case
someone looses their music.
Get all scores and parts to the appropriate
players. Make sure you have agreed on
fees and honorariums. It is helpful to give
recordings and informative articles about
the pieces that you are playing to the
supporting players. This will help
familiarize them with your music and allow
them to learn the pieces in a quicker
fashion.

If you have not done so, contract your
players. If necessary, draw up agreements
including fees, rehearsal times, and
frequency as well as dress rehearsals and
additional performances. You don’t want to
allow too much time to pass before your
players are contracted. If your music is
difficult and the players are busy they are
going to need time work on the music.
Begin setting up reading sessions with the
fellow musicians. These sessions are to
review tempos, style and to target problem
areas. You will also want to plan more in-
depth rehearsals soon, so these informal
sessions will help inform your planning.  
You should have the hall reserved and a
deposit paid if necessary.  If using an off
campus location, be sure to look at the
cancellation policy. 

9 MONTHS AHEAD

6 MONTHS AHEAD
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Begin rehearsing with accompanist. Be
sure to leave each rehearsal with clear
objectives and goals for your next meeting.
Keep a journal of your conversations and
record your rehearsals to maximize your
time together.
Begin exploring the possibility of
performing a series of pre-recital concerts
at local churches, nursing homes,
community organizations, etc.Begin 
Assembling a mailing, email, and social
media lists for the publicity of your concert.

You should consult all supporting players
and confirm all the details regarding  your
recital. Make sure to follow all instructions
on recital forms and contracts, making note
of all-important due dates.
By this time you should be rehearsing at
least every other week with your fellow
musicians. 
If you are a student, start scheduling your
accompanist to be at your lessons.
IMPORTANT: Be flexible with their time.
You may have to switch with someone in
the studio or your teacher may needto  
 allocate special times for coaching.
Begin scheduling appointments with your
favorite repairperson. Make “check up”
appointments 2 weeks prior and 5 days
prior to your recital.
Start adopting an exercise regime and
healthy diet rich in grains and vegetables.
Focus on cardiovascular work when
working out. It sounds corny, but you will
be taxing your body a great deal in the
span of 75 minutes...be prepared.
Contract someone or plan to make posters
for the publicity of your recital.

6 MONTHS AHEAD con't 

3 MONTHS AHEAD

By this time your program should be ready
for outside performances. Plan to play at
least two "pre" recitals, even if it is just for
the saxophone studio during studio class.
Purchase at least 3 boxes of reed for each
saxophone you plan to play. Begin
selecting the best reeds and setting them
aside for your recital. Play on them from
time to time to get them ready.
IMPORTANT: Plan on having at least 5
reeds, for each saxophone, ready the night
of your recital. Here is the rule of thumb: 2
reeds that are slightly hard, 2 reeds that
are just right and 2 reeds that are slightly
soft. This way, if the temperature drops or
it rains and the reeds change, you will be
ready.
You will want to make sure you have
scheduled a dress rehearsal by now. If
necessary budget in extra time so you can
test reeds in the hall and get a feel for the
acoustics.
Schedule a haircut or styling appointment
at least a month to two weeks away from
the recital. This way you have time to let it
grow out if it is cut too short. Men should
not do anything crazy like grow a beard or
shave one off before a recital. A man’s face
adjusts to facial hair and removing it, after
wearing a beard for a while, takes some
adjustment.
Contact your professors and let them know
of your recital date. It is always good to
take that day off.  Your recital is important
and it is nice to clear you mind and keep
your body from getting overly tired. So,
make sure you get your assignments taken
care of before your recital day.
Organize and plan an post recital
reception.

1 MONTH AHEAD
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Remind your major professors about
your absence on the day of your recital.
Don’t forget to turn in all of your
assignments.
Have all arrangements concerning
visiting family taken care of. You do not
need to be doing busy work during this
week. It is OK to be a bit selfish at this
point.
Make out checks or money orders for
supporting players.
Write thank you notes or cards to give to
your supporting players.
Pick out clothes that you want to perform
in and take them to the cleaners. Have a
back up outfit with extra shirts, ties and
shoes. You never know what can happen.
Create a stage plot  for the stage
assistant. It should detail where you want
the piano, how many stands you will
need for each piece, where you want
them placed, etc. Also create a sheet for
your recording technician. This sheet
should detail the instrumentation of each
piece, dynamics, and length. You don’t
want to get a recital recording back that
has pieces cut off or that have feedback.\
Have your saxophone checked by your
repairperson. Refrain from any major
work unless it is absolutely necessary.
Finalize any reception plans.  If possible
have family and friends help you with
these details.  You don't need to be
making sandwitchs the day of your
recital. 

THE WEEK BEFORE YOUR RECITAL

Sleep in and relax. 
Have a nice, full, breakfast and plan a
relaxing day doing the things that you
enjoy. Do this in moderation. If you enjoy
bungee jumping, you might wait until after
the recital.
Plan to arrive early to the hall to adjust
lighting, temperature and to test reeds.
Give your program plan to the stage
assistant and recording tech. 
Have bananas, water, towels, etc. ready
and in place.
Begin your visualization exercises and
stretch before your program.
Change into your clothes. Do not wear
performance attire to the hall. HAVE A
GREAT CONCERT.

THE BIG DAY-RECITAL TIME!!
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Over the past few years, several of the
world’s most recognized chamber ensembles
have celebrated milestone anniversaries.
The 1970s saw the emergence of the
Emerson Quartet (1976), Takács Quartet
(1975), Kronos Quartet (1973), and the Alban
Berg Quartet (1970). In June of 2020, New
York Times critic David Weininger published
a lavish review of the Alban Berg Quartet’s
box set recording, which celebrated their
5oth anniversary as an ensemble. While it is
not surprising to immediately think of string
quartets when considering established
chamber groups, it should be noted that an
ensemble that predates each of these
phenomenal quartets (albeit just slightly) is
one of saxophones.

Raschèr Saxophone Quartet:
The First Fifty Years 1969-2019

BOOK REVIEW

BY HEIDI  RADTKE

In 2019, The Raschèr Saxophone Quartet
celebrated its 50th Anniversary.
Commemorating this outstanding feat, is the
publication of the Raschèr Saxophone
Quartet: The First Fifty Years 1969-2019.

The Raschèr Quartet was formed in 1969 by
world-renowned saxophonist Sigurd
Raschèr, along with his daughter Carina, and
students Bruce Weinberger and Linda Bangs.
With little original repertoire to draw upon,
the quartet got their start performing
transcriptions and folk songs in schools,
churches, local galleries, and hospitals.
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With their high standard of excellence in
performing, along with their unyielding
aim of establishing an international
repertoire, the RSQ went on to cultivate
deep and meaningful relationships with
some of the world’s leading living
composers. This has resulted in over 350
original works, including compositions by
Auerbach, Berio, Donatoni, Glass,
Gubaidulina, Kagel, Keuris, Moe, Nilsson,
Rosenblum, Sandström, Stucky, Terzakis,
Wuorinen, Xenakis, and Chen Yi.

The Raschèr Saxophone Quartet has
performed in concert venues across
Europe, Asia, and the United States and
has collaborated with some of the world’s
most notable ensembles, including the
Gewandhaus Leipzig, the Staatskapelle
Dresden, Malaysian National Orchestra,
Orchestra de Paris, Helsinki Philharmonic
Orchestra, Royal Liverpool Philharmonic,
the London Voices, the Netherlands
Chamber Choir, the West German Radio
Choir, the Finnish Radio Choir, and the
Icelandic National Cathedral Choir, to
name a few.

With their distinctive sound and virtuosity,
the RSQ has established itself as one of
the world’s premiere chamber ensembles.
Recounting this 50-year journey, current
RSQ tenor saxophonist Andreas van
Zoelen has compiled personal letters and
reflections by members of the quartet,
interviews, a history of the ensemble,
concert timeline, documented listing of
World Premieres, and a quartet
discography. The book also includes a
section of plates featuring album covers,
past programs, advertisements, and
photographs of the ensemble.

The book opens with a heartfelt tribute by
conductor Dennis Russell Davies, with
whom the quartet has collaborated
numerous times over the years.

Davies exclaims, “The Quartet has
singlehandedly helped create a repertory and
an awareness of the potential beauty of their
ensemble form that I’m sure will be long-
lasting and current for years to come.”
Through the personal accounts and reflections
given by RSQ members Carina Raschèr, Linda
Bangs-Urban, Harry Kinross White, Elliot Riley,
Christine Rall, and Andreas van Zoelen,
readers will get an intimate view into the
innerworkings of the quartet and how they
were able to establish a permanence for the
saxophone quartet medium.

These open and candid accounts by both
former and current members of the RSQ
provide insight into the motivation, dedication,
and commitment demanded by the ensemble.
Driven with an unrelenting passion to
establish the saxophone quartet as a serious
concert medium, the members of the RSQ
devoted full-time careers to the quartet. In a
short note to aspiring young saxophone
quartets, Carina Raschèr explains:

The dedication and tenacity needed to maintain a
chamber music group is not measured by the
difficulty of the works played, nor the size or
importance of the venues. A gradual growth in
abilities, understanding and profound dedication
to the music, to the saxophone and to each other,
is the foundation needed.

In terms of a reference source, the book
provides detailed listings of musical
compositions, performance venues, and
recordings. It includes every work that have
been written for the RSQ (over 350), as well as
the time and location of each premiere. Of
particular interest, is the chronological concert
timeline that lists the date and location of
every performance dating back to January
1971 through December 2019. Also included is
a concert timeline and premieres by the
Raschèr Saxophone Orchestra.
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The book concludes with an interview with RSQ members Christine Rall, Elliott Riley, Andreas van Zoelen, and
Kenneth Coon, which was conducted in 2018 by Wildy Zumwalt. The interview ranges from a discussion
about repertoire procurement, the commissioning process, the performance of transcriptions, the legacy of
the ensemble, and favorite compositions. While each member recounted individual works and performances
that they found especially meaningful, a noted watershed moment for the ensemble was the 1987 premiere
of the Concerto for Saxophone Quartet and Orchestra by Tristan Keuris. Filmed for a TV broadcast with the
Holland Festival Concergebouw, the recording can currently be viewed online through YouTube. If you are
unaware of this performance or work, I wholeheartedly urge you to stop your current course of activity and
view it now. Dedicated in their memory, this book serves as a moving and loving tribute to former members
Sigurd Manfred Raschèr (1907-2001), John Edward Kelly (1958-2015), and Kenneth David Coon (1967-2019).It
is important to note that this book is only a document of the group’s first fifty years and that the ensemble
shows no signs of slowing down. It is the hope of this reviewer that this book promotes even more praise and
interest in the ensemble and encourages the RSQ to provide a follow-up compendium with additional
interviews and letters from conductors, composers, and artists who have worked and collaborated with the
ensemble. With such knowledge and experience, the saxophone community would be especially indebted by
their insight into rehearsal structure, practice routines and techniques, music preparation, the collaboration
process with composers, and how they deviate the responsibilities for running the ensemble. For over 50
years, The Raschèr Saxophone Quartet has dazzled audiences with their distinctive sound. They have
inspired composers and fostered meaningful musical relationships with some of the world’s leading musical
figures. The personal reflections including in this written tribute are intimate and honest. Readers are given
deep insight into one of the world’s truly legendary musical ensembles, a group whose impact has been
transformative for the genre as well as the saxophone’s reputation as a serious concert instrument. This
book is a valuable contribution to their legacy and a fascinating reference source for composers,
saxophonists, and music enthusiasts everywhere.
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N O A H
G E T Z
T H E  S A L O N  S E S S I O N S

The Salon Trio The Salon Series

Robert Dilutis, Clarinet

Noah Getz, SaxophoneJ

effrey Chappell, Piano

In today’s ever-growing world of chamber

music, it is always a joy to find an established

ensemble that includes the saxophone. It is

even more joyful when one finds a group of

professionals who play at the highest level and

present music full of verve and affection. The

Salon Trio embraces its repertoire with all the

emotion of young love abandoning fear to

obtain blissful harmony. Members of the

ensemble act as one while maintaining all the

characteristics of their musical instruments.

Without bowing down or subjugation, these

three strong willed instrumentalists create a

tightly knit ensemble that allows one to enjoy

the sum of its parts. This is virtuosic

performance!

B Y  S T E V E  C A R M I C H A E L
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Capriccio for Clarinet, Saxophone, and Piano by John

Heins is a capricious romp, well suited for this

ensemble. Fun, swirling lines that capture music in

motion with a taste of Americana. Perhaps even a little

bit of Ibert in America if you will. At times neo-

romantic, the Capriccio’s clarinet and saxophone

cadenzas give way to a pensive adagio section before

returning to opening material that leaves one happily

wishing for more. It is a well baked apple pie.

David Heinick’s Four Letter Words for Wind Trio is a

thoughtful composition, and not related to the

common thought for four letter words. The four

movements Wary, Busy, Lazy, and Edgy are nothing to

swear about! Wary begins with dark clarinet lines

moving to saxophone, lyrical yet atonal and chromatic

sensibilities meet up with fast punctuated burst from

Chappell’s piano. Busy is a presto canon, imitated one

beat apart. The quick, chaotic and staggered lines

capture the essence of Busy. Lazy, in contrast to the first

two movements, presents the piano with a moving

undercurrent and swirling harmony as the winds slowly

move above fighting the temptation to join the steady

stream below. Eventually, as in nature, all are eventually

caught up in the stream and move quickly to the

exciting climax of Edgy. With its punctuating rhythmic

feel, Edgy borrows musical language from jazz and

popular music. Four Letter Words is a well composed

work that feels at home with this ensemble.

Hand in Hand by Jessica Krash is a thoughtful

composition inspired by the composers visit to India.

One can feel the juxtaposition of being alone in our

thoughts as we marvel at the newness of this visit while

swarms of citizens pass. Melodic lines are carefully

handed off from one musician to another creating the

same feeling one gets when walking in a crowd,

making friendly eye contact. Full of emotion, bird calls,

songs of adventure, and yes, even a polka, Hand in
Hand is a wonderful journey.
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Ragamuffins by James Grant. Merriam-

Webster dictionary states “Definition of
ragamuffin: a ragged often disreputable

person especially a poorly clothed often

dirty child.” In this puckish work the

composer uses large and fast intervallic

leaps, register jumps and extreme dynamics

to keep the listener and performers off

balance. There is a strong influence of

ragtime that adds to the fun nature of this

piece.

Listening to Aphrodite in Alba by Jeffrey

Chappell is kin to sitting at a café, alone

with a cappuccino and a pastry with extra

icing. Rich, fulfilling and best enjoyed

uninterrupted. Based on the slow movement

of Chappell’s Jazz Sonata for Piano

Aphrodite uses jazz harmony and the

standard AABA song form. The composition

process was deeply rooted in improvisation

and one can feel this in the relaxed feel

presented. Beautiful writing that allows

Getz’s alto to sing with contemplative

beauty, while giving the clarinet a more

improvisatory sound than usual. Chappell’s

playing is moving and makes you want to

hear more. Jeffrey is one of those rare

musicians who is a respected concert

pianist, jazz artist, composer, and author. If

we looked ok polymath or renaissance man

in the dictionary, I am certain there would

be mention of Jeffrey Chappell.

Trio for Clarinet, Alto Saxophone and Piano
by Leon Stein was written in 1969 for

saxophonist Brian Minor, Stein was the first

composer to write for this combination of

instruments using a modern musical

language. 

This twenty-minute composition in four

movements explores every possibility of

orchestration for this trio of instruments. The

first movement, Allegro Moderato, is

composed in sonata allegro from. In

exploration of the contemporary musical

language, Adagio uses the major 7th as its

central interval in this lyrical movement. 

The third movement, Allegro is a standard

ABA scherzo form where the “A” sections are

with a 6/8 march like feel, completed with

virtuosic sixteenth notes. The final

movement Allegro is multi-metered and

brings an exciting climax to the work. This

major work has sorely been missing from the

saxophonist recital stage. It is exciting to

hear a highly polished recording that will

hopefully bring more attention to Stein’s

work.

Duo for Clarinet and Saxophone by Gregory

Wanamaker is a tour de force composed for

virtuosi saxophonist Timothy McAllister and

clarinetist Alan Woy. Already an established

composition on the saxophonist repertoire it

has been had hundreds of performances.

About the piece Wanamaker says “A

dangerous ensemble, this duo of sax and

clarinet; and despite the fact that they are

two very different instruments, I really

wanted to focus on the similarities between

the two as much as possible.The result is my

Duo Sonata, which was completed in 2002.

It combines the traditional formal aspects of

the classical sonata genre with some more

recent musical trends and languages. It

exploits many of the coloristic and virtuosic

qualities of the clarinet and alto saxophone

as individuals and as an ensemble.” 
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Getz and Dilutis’ performance is in keeping

with the spirit of this virtuosic piece. An

exciting performance, a cut above the norm

that demands our attention.

This is a rare recording of trio with saxophone

that will not disappoint the listener. Every

composition, whether whimsical or serious, is

well composed and played at the highest

level.  Noah Getz’s performance is always

stunningly beautiful and on point. His mastery

of the top tones is evident in that you don’t

even notice an extreme range, especially when

paired with the clarinet. His tonal palate varies

to match the style of each work. In this world

of saxophone tribalism and nationalism, Getz’s

sound is his own. Perhaps he exemplifies the

goal of any good musician – steal the good you

hear and incorporate it into your own.

An avid chamber musician, Noah Getz is a

member of the National Gallery New Music

Ensemble, Zohn Collective, and

Interference/Intermedia, and has performed

with the 21st Century Consort, PostClassical

Ensemble, the Empyrean Ensemble, and

members of the International Contemporary

Ensemble. He received a first-round Grammy

nomination with the New Hudson Saxophone

Quartet. He has performed frequently with

orchestras throughout the country including

The New World Symphony, Juilliard Orchestra,

Manhattan School of Music Orchestra, Oberlin

Orchestra, Harrisburg Symphony, and the

Columbia University Orchestra. His concerto

performance of Ode to Lord Buckley is

featured in the movie David Amram: The First

80 Years. He is a Musician-In-Residence at

American University in Washington, DC. More

information about Noah Getz can be found at

https://www.noahgetz.com/

Clarinetist Robert DiLutis is the professor of

clarinet at the University of Maryland, College

Park, and the principal clarinetist of the

Annapolis Symphony Orchestra. DiLutis

previously served as professor of clarinet at the

Louisiana State University School of Music from

2009-2012. He has also held positions with the

Rochester Philharmonic Orchestra, San Antonio

Symphony Orchestra and the Eastman School of

Music. DiLutis has served on the faculties of St.

Mary's University in Texas and Nazareth College

in New York. His recent recitals and

masterclasses have included the University of

Georgia, University of California at Northridge,

University of South Carolina, Catholic University

of America and the International Clarinet

Conference in Assisi, Italy. 

JEFFREY CHAPPELL first gained national

attention at the age of 24 by substituting for

Claudio Arrau on four hours’ notice without

rehearsal, performing the Brahms Second

Concerto with the Baltimore Symphony to

critical acclaim. Now a seasoned veteran of the

concert stage, he has appeared throughout the

United States in recital and with major

symphony orchestras such as those of

Philadephia, St. Louis, Houston, Pittsburgh, and

Indianapolis, collaborating with conductors

including Catherine Comet, Sergiu Comissiona,

Leon Fleisher, and Davin Zinman. He has

performed in Europe, Latin America, and Asia,

and has participated in music festivals including

Marlboro, Piccolo Spoleto, and the La Gesse

Festival in France. Wherever he goes, he garners

standing ovations from audiences and glowing

praise from the press such as, “Some rise above

their colleagues in how well and originally they

communicate. One of the latter is Jeffrey

Chappell. –New York Times” and “His technique is

mastered to the point that one forgets it. The

heart rules the fingers. –Le Soir, Brussels” and

“Chappell established an immediate bond

between himself and the audience. –Brazil

Herald, Rio de Janeiro”. He has appeared at

venues such as Carnegie Hall, Alice Tully Hall, The

Kennedy Center, and Wolf Trap Park and is a

recording artist on multiple labels.   
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M A R Y L A N D  C H A M B E R
W I N D S
P R E L U D E S  &
R E C I T A T I O N S

Maryland Chamber Winds Preludes and

Recitations

Tyler Austin, Artistic Director and Conductor

Evan Harger, Producer and Assistant

Conductor

Jeffrey Leung, Saxophone Soloist

The Maryland Chamber Winds is a new

ensemble that has quickly gained much praise

for its fresh approach to orchestration and new

music offerings. Now in their sixth season they

offer Preludes and Recitations,a recording of

new composition interspersed with

transcriptions of Bach and Tallis. From David

Biedenbender’s Kyrie and Bach’s Dem wir das

Heilig Jetzt, to Theo Chamber’s Preludes and

Recitations this recording plays out like a

concert and is best when you take the time to

enjoy the complete recording in order of

tracking. 

B Y  S T E V E  C A R M I C H A E L
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The recording is peppered with plenty of

saxophone of particular to our readers is Theo

Chandler’s new saxophone concertino,

“Trailing Wings” for alto saxophone and

chamber winds, featuring soloist Jeffrey Leung.

When describing to harmonic, melodic, and

textural devices of Chamber’s writing it would

be easier to just read about all your favorite

composers from 1920 to today. There is so

much rich heritage in the composition, yet it is

uniquely fresh to this listeners ears. 

In Trailing Wings, Chandler says he “imagined

a concertino in which the ensemble behaves

like a flock of birds. The leader of this flock is

the saxophone, which constantly inspires

activity in the rest of the instruments. In the

first movement, “Waking Music”, the

saxophone gradually convinces the ensemble

to wake from slumber. In the second

movement, “Flight”, the saxophone darts

about, with the other instruments always

slightly behind. The saxophone is the perfect

instrument to guide the rest of the winds – it is

as agile as the flute, as sweet as the clarinets,

and as powerful as the horns” Trailing Wings is

scored for a chamber ensemble of solo

saxophone, 2 flutes, 3 clarinets, 3 horns, and

two bassoons.

Jeffrey Leung’s saxophone takes flight on a

mesmerizing journey beginning with a slow

awakening and assent upon gossamer wings

enveloped by the sounds of dissonant winds.

This ten-minute journey is full of emotion. At

first introspective, Leung’s contemplative tone

comes alive as chordal structures grow larger

and he guides the flock, or ensemble, on a

journey that is filled with hope.

It is evident that Leung is a well-studied and

capable musician. His control of emotion and

range provides a stunning performance. A

voice emerging on his own terms, Leung

shows no sense of his young age, a maturing

voice in today’s saxophone performance.

Purchase this CD for the wonderful ensemble

and compositions, but the Concertino Trailing

Wings will easily steal your heart. Maryland

Chamber Winds Preludes and

RecitationsTonsehen label of Arts Laureate,

2020Available on Apple Music, Spotify, and all

major streaming platforms

Hailed as “a powerhouse in classical

saxophone” (University of Toronto), Jeffrey
Leung (b. 1991) is an active performer,

improviser, and educator. In addition to his

work with collaborative artists, Jeffrey serves as

the Vice President of Novus New Music, the

Associate Director of the International

Saxophone Academy, and is on the Artist

Faculty roster with the Maryland Chamber

Winds. His performance accolades have

received numerous honors and awards – most

notably from the Skokie Valley Symphony

Orchestra and Montreal Symphony Orchestra –

and has been described as: “A truly modern

virtuoso, Jeffrey effortlessly navigates the most

demanding scores for saxophone without

losing his trademark warmth, sensitivity, and

lyricism” (Roydon Tse, composer). To learn

more about Dr. Jeffrey Leung go to

www.jeffreyjfleung.com 
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J E S S
G I L L A M  T I M E

Jess Gillam TIMEJess Gillam, SaxophonesThe

Jess Gillam EnsembleDecca Records

4851065

The British are coming! The British are coming!

No, they have been here all along. While the

world has been divided between the French,

American, and German schools of saxophone

performance the British have been creating

their own school. Either unaware or uncaring

of these schools, the UK has blossomed in

respects to both saxophonist and composers

of literature for saxophone. Certainly not the

first, but perhaps the most well-known is John

Harle who is both saxophonist and composer.

Under his tutelage we now have UK sensation

Jess Gillam. I challenge you to find a classical

saxophonist more supported by their country

or marketing.

B Y  S T E V E  C A R M I C H A E L
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Selected in 2018 as a performer at prestigious Last
Night of the Proms she has been praised as a national
treasure. At just 20 years old, this performance threw
her into the spotlight. With such a spotlight it was only
inevitable that purist may doubt her place on the big
stage.  

I can tell you with the release of her second recording,
TIME, you can rest assured that she has arrived. Though
there are sixteen excellent selections on this recording,
Where the Bee’s Dance by Michael Nyman firmly
makes this CD as a must have recording.  

Having recently moved to London Gillam has had the
awakening that anyone one has moving to the big city.  
It’s energy, the odd hours, crowds, sounds, and new
experiences have influenced her selections. With music
of Björk, Brian Eno, Meredith Monk, Philip Glass, Will
Gregory and Joby Talbot she has built a sonic picture of
a day living in the city.

Meredith Monk’s Early Morning Melody awakens us

with soft, sensual sounds lightly singing as we arise
from slumber. Dappled Light(Luke Howard) is that
moment when you are sitting in your easy chair with a
spot of tea and the sun is starting to shine thru the
window, and you contemplate the previous evening or
the day ahead with a wandering mind, still at ease.  

Thom Yorke’s Suspirium, a Radio Head tune originally

orchestrated in the horror film Suspiria, is full of
melancholy and solace. Gillam’s soprano saxophone is
vocal and soulful, easily launching one into a trance
state of nothingness only to take us deeper inside with
Philip Glass’ Truman Sleeps. 

Neo-classical composer Anna Meredith’s Bubble Gun
for alto saxophone is a morning romp via the
abstraction highway where there may not be an off
ramp.  A four-note cell is repeated and abstracted
creating a loop that is refreshed by a constantly
changing orchestration.  

Where the Bees Dance is a point of arrival. Didn’t

Gerard McChrystal arrive with this same piece? It must
be a UK right of passage! Jess Gillam’s rendition pays
homage to the man who helped her achieve so much
as this was also John Harle’s major hit. Her performance
must surely make Harle proud. With ease she builds her
16-minute performance to a beautiful climax. 
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One hears such beauty and flow; the music

is a part of her, and it sounds fantastic. The

upper tessitura of her soprano becomes a

delicate bee, dancing and singing its song.

This is a lovely performance that will have

you listening repeatedly. Simply stunning.

If the purity of the Where the Bees Dance
performance has you convinced, not to

worry because Orbit by Will Gregory with

certainly take that away. It is difficult, even

when surrounded by amazing jazz artist, for

a classical alto saxophonist to sound

authentic. While I love Jess and her current

classical performance, she would do well to

not play jazz on her classical set up, with

classical sensibilities. It’s just does not sound

authentic, convincing and in keeping with

the professionalism of the rest of the

recording. 

On the other hand, her adaptations of pop

music by Börk and Brian Eno do work well

with her soprano saxophone. Perhaps it’s the

grooves that allow her to float above the

ensemble using her classical soprano purity

that work best in these situations. 

Overall, I found this recording to be

thoughtful, enjoyable, and impressive. Her

soprano saxophone has a lyrical quality,

while rhythmic lines feel natural and

relaxed. She is always in control. I do not

hesitate to recommend this recording to any

saxophonist collection. 

I believe it is time to recognize the efforts

Jess Gillam has put into her career and

accept this new voice. 

As a 20-year-old saxophonist she has not

only performed on one of the most

important stages in London but has also

curated a repertoire that is inclusive of an

audience that does not play saxophone.

She has taken her classical instrument

mainstream, reached the #1 position on the

UK classical music charts, and has given girls

in the UK a role model in an otherwise male

dominated field.

Additionally, she has included amateurs to

be a part of music making via her “Scratch

Orchestra” video recordings, utilizing a

massed saxophone orchestra via distanced

recording. Not only has she built a career at

23 but has invited anyone interested to join

her on her path. Always positive and

supportive, she is an ambassador for

classical saxophone. It will be interesting to

see where she will be in ten years.
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J O R D A N
V A N H E M E R T
I  A M  N O T
A V I R U S  

My first introduction to saxophonist Jordan

VanHemert came a few years back when a

colleague told me, “you have to check out

this young man’s Charlie Parker with Strings

project on YouTube.”  I followed that advice

(you should too) and ever since, I’ve been

curious to see what’s next for this emerging

voice in jazz.  

VanHemert’s debut album as leader, I AM

NOT A VIRUS, is being released by Big

Round Records on March 12, 2021.   An

imprint of Parma Recordings, Big Round

Records (bigroundrecords.com) aims to

showcase new musical approaches “while

keeping one foot firmly rooted in tradition.” 

 This recording from the Jordan VanHemert

Quintet definitely seems to fit the bill. 

B Y  C H R I S T O P H E R  B A R R I C K
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I AM NOT A VIRUS features six original compositions by
leader/tenor saxophonist VanHemert, plus his own two-
track interpretation of the traditional Korean melody, “아리
랑Arirang.” He is joined by trumpeter Rob Smith, pianist
Lisa Sung, bassist Kazuki Takemura, and drummer Andy
Wheelock.  

The Highlights
With just over an hour of music on this recording, I got
comfortable and let the music speak for my first listen.  A
single pitch piano ostinato drew me in on the opening
track, “The Path Ahead.”  This tune’s driving yet
understated groove and intriguing harmonies reminds me
a little of Seamus Blake’s compositions.  VanHemert’s
tenor tone is perhaps heard as a blend of some of his
influences: the subtle smoothness of Joe Henderson, the
boldness of Dexter Gordon, and a bit of Hank Mobley’s
rawness.  Unlike some artists who stretch their palette
with tunes on other members of the saxophone family,
VanHemert focuses his voice exclusively on the tenor. 

The modern waltz feel and catchy tune of “Autumn Song”
follow, beginning with hip bass intro by Takemura. 
 VanHemert displays a little extra bluesiness in his solo
here. The rhythm section keeps the groove going with
subtle variations under strong solos from Smith and Sung
on trumpet and piano, respectively.  Takemura’s bass solo
fits nicely with Wheelock’s rhythms, almost implying a
duet.

The title track is one of my favorite tunes on the album.  A
modern rock infused feel alternates its subdued intensity
with a groovy Latin beat.  Smith’s trumpet work is very
impressive here.  It is followed by strong improvisations
from VanHemert and Sung.  The highlight for me is the
gradually building ending that brings Wheelock’s
virtuosity and tastiness to the fore.

“Justice for the Unarmed (Black Lives Matter)” has
moments reminiscent of John Coltrane tunes such as
“Countdown” and “Syeeda’s Flute Song,” from the
harmonies, angular post-bop melodies, backbeat bass
pedal points, and the powerful tenor solo accompanied
only by drums. This track is a real bright spot.  The energy
and complexity of the arrangement stand out, and the
solo work is convincing all around. 

It’s a little surprising to hear back-to-back ballads on a jazz
record, but VanHemert makes it work well. It almost
divides the album in thirds, with the ballads separating
the first four “groove forward” charts from the folk-inspired
ones at the end. 
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“The Moment” has a unique and effective
introduction, with the tenor and trumpet
interacting freely without the rhythm
section.  The tune continues much as one
would expect in a ballad, but the tenor
cadenza at the end is a captivating twist.
“Sea of Tranquility” sets the mood with a
perpetual motion type of piano figure
accompanying some very expressive tenor
melodies.  The Harmon muted trumpet
figures in the background present a
welcome contrast. 

The album closes with an interlude and
arrangement of the Korean folk tune, “아리랑
Arirang.” Jazz aficionados might recognize
this melody from Kenny Garrett’s 2002
Album, Happy People, where it was a part of
his arrangement entitled, “Asian Medley.” 
 The interlude shows off Takemura’s lyricism
with a bowed melody, accompanied by the
horns and rhythm. It segues directly into “아
리랑Arirang,” where the introductory theme
transforms right into the main folk melody. 
 After trumpet, piano and tenor solos, the
album draws to a poignant close with
VanHemert’s expressive last rendition of the
tune. 

The Production
I AM NOT A VIRUS was recorded in July
2020 at Hope College, where VanHemert
serves as Assistant Professor of Music
Instruction.  While the sound quality doesn’t
match the charm of the Blue Note catalog
or the fidelity of today’s top Nashville and
New York studios, VanHemert and
producer/engineer Drew Elliot did an
admirable job producing a quality,
professional mix at a college studio.

The drum sounds are particularly nice. The
set is well-tuned and the mix really
showcases Wheelock’s dynamics and
diversity of styles. Van Hemert’s tenor sound
shows boldness and presence in the mix,
but a touch too much at times. Smith’s
trumpet is well balanced and blends very
nicely with the tenor on tuttipassages
 

 The stereo pan of Sung’s piano is quite
pleasant, but might benefit from a bit more
brightness to cut through the mix. Takemura’s
bass tone comes across loud and clear, but
also slightly heavy and dominant.  All that
being said, even jazz audiophiles have to agree
that VanHemert and Elliot have much to be
proud of in the overall sound of this album. 
 VanHemert’s YouTube channel includes
videos from the sessions, for those interested
in peeking behind the scenes in the studio.

The Message
Listeners would be remiss to ignore the
message behind I AM NOT A VIRUS. While I
agree with Big Round Records’ statement that
it is “not an overtly political statement,”
VanHemert certainly has something to say on
this album.  Composed and recorded in the
unique and challenging year of 2020,
inspiration comes from a variety of timely and
thought-provoking topics.  I highly
recommend reading the concise liner notes
for VanHemert’s passionate reflections on
social justice and the Black Lives Matter
movement (on “Justice for the Unarmed”), as
well as racism against Asian-Americans related
to COVID-19 (on the title track).  VanHemert
closes the album by speaking to his Korean-
American heritage through a reharmonization
of a Korean folk melody in what he calls a
“distinctly an American interpretation.” 

The Impressions
One of my metrics for a good album is how it
appears to improve with each listen.  It took
me a few hearings to fully appreciate the
nuances of VanHemert’s compositions and the
strength of the quintet’s performance, but I’ve
really come to enjoy this record more and
more over time.  Not only do I recommend
that saxophonists and other jazz fans check it
out, but I suggest you “live” with it a few times
to capture all that the Jordan VanHemert
Quintet has say.  Memorable tunes that are
contemporary but not too modern,
sophisticated but logical arrangements, a
meaningful message, and tight performances
from each members of the band are all here.  I
look forward to hearing this group’s
development in their next studio effort.  No
need to refer to Jordan VanHemert as an
“emerging artist” any longer: with I AM NOT A
VIRUS, he has emerged.
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